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LY KENTUCKY 
 NEW ERA. 
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, DECE1IBER 3, 1897.
SURPRISED FRIENDS. FELL FROM SCAFFOLD. NOR JOHN, NOR WILL. WYMAN ON THE FEVER.
Dr. Stanley and liArs. Graves Several Workmen More Or Erroneous Reports About
Marry. Less Injured. Hopkinsville Postoffice.
Report of the Epidemic in
the South,
PROTECT OUR FLAG. REV. KING RESIGNS.
Concise Review of united Accepts a Call to Oxford,
States Navy. Mississippi.
WENT TO NASHVILLE. ONE SERIOUSLY HURT. FELAND'S STATEMENT. THE OFFICIAL FIGURES. MUCHCAUSE FOR PRIDE SEASON OF ADVENT.
neer Numercus Acquaintances Here Wish Heavy Rock Fels On and Crushes West Gam
Them Great Happiness. ble's Leg
FORMER RESIDENT WEDS-K103
Dr. A F. Stanley and; Mrs. Virginia
Graves surprised their *any Hopkins-
vile friends, last week, by taking the
marriage VOWS.
Went. to Nashville.
Thursday morning, the couple left
Hopkinsvele and went to Nashville, ac-
oomi anied by Mr. Belcher, a young at-
torney of Morgantown, and a warm
personal friend of Dr. Bewley. They
went to the residence of Dr. J. B. Haw-
thorne, and, in the prestece of a few
witnesses, were joined in wedlock by the
great Baptist divine. The ceremony
was perfoined at half east two o'clock
yesterday afternoon.
At ten o'clock that night Dr. Stanley
and his bride returned to Elopkinsville.
By that time, the secret had leaked out
and there were numerous friends at the
station to cordially greet them and
tend congratulations and good wishes.
The bride is a beautiful and vivacious
young widow. Her home, up to the time
she removed to thi- city, was in Lexing-
ton. She has been connected with tin
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane about eight months, having charge
of the sewing department. Dr. Stanley
le • native of Hartford, Ky. He is Third
Assistant Physician of the asylum and
Is an intelligent and popular gentle-
man.
KoColloc is-Tyrone.
Mr Mathew MbOolkolk. a former
resident of this city, was nuisied Wed-
nesday in Memphis, Tenn,, to is May
E. Tyrone, a popular and accomeseriteese
young lady.
The happy couple arrived in the city
Thursday to visit the groom's parents
Children Narry.
0. C, Pollard and Miss Etta William-
son, • youthful couple of Bainbride, this
county, eloped to Springfield, Tenn.,
UM Wednesday and were married.
They returned home Thursday.
The groom is only seventeen and his
bride fifteen.
WHS•er IS LOOKING WELL.
Crop Is 'Very Large, In Spite of the Con-
tinued Dry Weather.
Notwithstanding the dry fall, one of
the largest crops of wheat ever seen in
this section of Kentucky is reported,and
it never looked more promising at this
time of year.
It Is feared, however, that if the
weethee shen .1 preve severe, all of it
tu .y eer meg stiffi tient root to sus-
tain life euriug the winter.
Orsoey and Clarksville Hunters.
The Clarksville Hunting Club left
last week for Arkansas on their annual
hunt. Those who went were: W. J.
Thomas, J. L. Phipps, M. B. Coleman,
Robert Steele, W. H. Morrison, J. S.
Wall, B. J. Corban, Buck Phipps, T. S.
Phipps, Dr. J. W. Banke, W. J. Powell,
Dr. S. A. Marable, Andrew Brown. G.
W Candle, of Clarksville; ;and W. H.
Bryant, R. P. Tnrney, J. P. Watson
Robert Baker, J. J. Reed J. M. Thur-
man, B. J Wall, Gip Watkins, Judge
Shaw and Lee Hill, of Gracey.
K. of P. Officers Elected.
The Kuights of
calkers, lest week,
year as follows:
E. A. Cottrell 
J. D. Morris  
0. H Tandy  
Pythias elected
far the ensuing
 C. C.
V. C.
Prelate
G. E Dalton 
 
of W.
G. E. Randle 
 M. of A
W. C. Wright K. of R. and S
R. F. West M. of F
G. H.Champlain M of E.
An oyster supper was enjoyed by the
Knights at the expense of the newly
elected officer',
No Cure-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Glrove's Tasteless Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 50c. t&s d&w 6m
THE INFLUENCE
of the Mother shapes the course
of unborn generation s-goes
sounding through all the
ages and enters the confines of
Eternity. With what care, there-
fore, should the Expectant Moth-
er be guarded, and how great the
effort be to ward off danger and
make her life joyous and happy.
MOTHER'S FRIEND
aliayi ad
Nervous-
ness, re-
lieves the
Headache
Cramps,
and N a u-
sea, and so
fully pre-
pares the
system that th is made easy
and the time of recovery short-
ened-many say "stronger after
than before nfinement." It in-
sures sa y to life of both moth-
er and All who have used
Walther's Priced"
 say they will nev-
er be without it again. No other
remedy robsconfinement of its pain
mAteestesser whose wife used ,Mother's Friend,'
I/ she had to go through the ordeal
sad there were lint four bottles to be
sad the cost was $1110.00 per bottle. he
woeful lave team.' • Geo.Larrox, Dayton, uhio
Seas by matt, on remote nf price, $1.00 rim ROT.
nat. peat VIM 7.7 ANT MOTH ERN "
wages dee upon application, eorttaining vel-
em/go Mdegmat.on and voluntary testimonials.
Twit enamel Ian literatit.• TOW CO • Anson re, 0.••
anti eV WA. eauesse-ni.
The Young Attorney Takes the Public Into His
Confidence
ACCIDENT OCCURRED IN EASt CHRISTIAN. CARD
News was brought to the city Saturday
of a serious evident which' befell Mr
West Gamble, a well-known East Chris-
tian county farmer. His lig is badly
fractured. Several other p•reons were
hurt at the same time, but hot danger-
How It Happene4.
A few weeks ago. Mr. Gajuble's resi-
dence, shout eight miles froin Hopkins-
ville on the Kirkmansville read, was de-
etroved by fire. Work of rebuilding
was commen-ed at once and last week
finishing touches were beingput on the
1dwelling.
When the 'evident Occerred. Mr.
Gemble and several worlmen were
standing on a scaffold, elevated about
the roof and w,re engaged in erecting
a chimney. On the scaffOld were a
number of heavy sand-done docks which
were used in the work.
A rope, which supported One end of
the scaffold broke, and all of the men
who were on the planks weire precipi-
tated down the slanting roof and every-
one struck the ground a consilerable
distance below. All were Mor3 or le*
bruieed.
Rock Crushed Himi
Mr. Gamble met with eeceedingly
bad luck. Besides the injurieti sustained
from the fall, his leg was broken. One
of the heavy Sandstone rocks., weighing
several hundred pounds, dropped on his
leg, crushing the bones. He was car-
ried into the house and a surgeon sent
for. Dr. Harned went from this city
to attend the wounded man., It is pos-
sible that amputation may not be neces-
sary.
- - 
-
Tho 1.0 '.h. w Schocialc.
Train No. 3.34, formerly leaving at 5 :20
a. m , leaves now at 7:15 a. m. This
train runs daily except Suniay. Last
Sunday as the new schedule did not go
into effect until noon, the 5:40 passen-
ger left as usual.
Train No. 302, formerly leaving at
2:53 p. m , now leaves at 3 :30p. m.
The local will leave at the same time,
5 p. m., and will carry passengers.
Train No. 33T. arrives At 10:40 a. m. as
usual.
Train No. 301. formerly aeriving at
11:30 a. m., arrives at 2(1,5 p.
Trien No 333, formerly arriving at
9:50 p. m., arrives at 6 p m.
Trains No. 334 and 333 are eocomnio-
dation trains between Hopkineville and
Princetsa and will not be runt on Sun-
day.
4.4
Ttreely and Truly.
A contemporary puts it yerly tersely
and truly: If you want to get favors
from a newspaper you must patronize
it." Newspaper men are just es human
(and humane) as other people.! If you
tickle them they will pay it beck with
compound interest. Try it. I
•••
Deserves To sacceed.1
-
In the Hotel Latham Hopkinsville
has one of the finest hotels in ihe entire
South and one that deserves toisucceed.
Recently Director W. A. Wllgue has
begun givine the hotel some of his per-
sonal attention, and the improiement is
quite noticeable. As assistant* he has
for day clerks those two capable young
men, Messrs J P. Breilware end H. F.
Holton, and as night clerk Mr. H K.
Anderson.-Elkton Prosro ss.
Free of Charge to Sefferers.
Cut this out and take it to your drug-
gist and get a sample bottle free of Dr.
King's New Discovery, for Cloneump-
mu, Coughs and Colds. They do not
ask you to buy before trying. Thie will
show you the great merits of ti Is truly
wonderful remedy, and show ypn what
can be accomplished by the resrtiner size
bottle. This is no experiment, and
would be disastrous to the proprietors
did they not knew it would in variably
cure. Many of the best physicians are
now using it in their practice with great
results, and are relying on it immtot se-
vere cases. It is guaranteed 'fruit bot-
tle free at R. C. Hirdwi-len Dr hg Store.
Regular size 50 cents anti $1 00.1
TWO MARRIAGES SON lAY.
The Contracting Parties Live In North
Christian.
County Clerk Prowse issued two mar-
riages liceeses Saturday mornitig. Both
marriages took place Sunday.
J. F Crick and Miss Susie Niellillon
were married Sunday afternoon at
two o'clock at the residence of the
bride's parents near Manniugtote Rev,
W. 0. Richard, a Methodist minister,
will officiate.
S. A. Ransome married Miss Nan-
cy Armstrong at the home of the latter
near Crofton at nine o'clock Sunday
morning. Rev. G. W. Davie joined
the couple.
Lose Some Perquisites
The county attorneys, by opeeation of
a late decision of the Court c f Appeala,
will lose some of the perquisites hereto-
fore passed to their commissibms In;
effect the decision says they are not en-
titled to 25 per cent, of forfeited bail,
bonds, but are only entitled to 3.5 per
cent of actual fines under thli act a
•
Working Night and Day.
Kentucky coal miners are working
night and day, but owing to the num-
erous strikes the output will be below
the average.
--we e 
- ---t--
The Coming Woman !
Who goes to the club while her busband
teems the baby, as well as the god old-
fashioned woman who looks alter her
home, will both at times get rue down
in health. They will b t troubled with
lope of appetite, headache, nleeplessneesi,
fainting or dizzy spells. The meet won- .
derful remedy tor these women is Elec-
tric Bitters. Thousands of siafferers
from Lame Back and Weak Kith eym rise
up and call it blessed. It is thsi medi-
cine for women. Female complaints and
nervous troubles of all kinds are re-on
lieved by the use of Electric there.
Delicate women should keep tilt rente•
tly on hand to build up the mysteen. f inly
50c per bottle. For sale by R. Ct Hard-
wick.
THAT WILL BE READ WM INTEREST
EDITOR NEW ERA-
I see in your issue of Friday an
article taken from the Oweusboro In-
quirer, in which the energetic reporter
for that paper purports to tell all about
the Hopkinsville post-office and to
which you attract your readers' atten-
tion by the headline "Not John but
Will."
Not a Candidate.
SO many conjectures have been made
by our fellow-citizens as to who will se
mire this plum from the Administration
and my name has so often been men•
honed that I feel that I owe it to my-
self to publicly declare that I 'sin not
now and never have been an applicant,
either directly or indirectly, for this ap
pointment.
Heretofore politics has had a peculiar
charm for me and I have been more than
fascinated by it, but my career along its
line has been unprofitable and filled
with disappointments and I can but
think that iii, all "vanity and vexation
of spirit." I do not know how long this
spell of abstinence will last me, but at
the present I am more than satisfied to
practice my chosen profession, and take
delight in the knowleds.e that I am a
free man and do not "bend the suppli-
ant knee that thrift may follow fawn-
ing."
As to my brother Will. I never knew
until I read your paper that it was con-
templated that he should have the post-
office.
What Will Wants.
He told me that he wanted a place in
the Revenue service, and, knowing his
competency, I have brought every influ-
ence that I could to secure it for him. If
the powers that be see fit to give it to
him, I shall do all I can to show my
gratitude and appreciation.
JOHN FELAND, JR.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 27th.
Public Sale.
I will on Monday, Dec. 6, 1867. offer
at public sale at the court house door in
Hi ipkinsville, Ky., (unless mild privately
sooner, bowie and lot on West side of
Jesup Avenue in Hopkinsville, Ky., be-
long to the estate of Mary Vaughan,
decd. This is nice property and would
make an admirable home for a small
family. There are two improvements
on the lot. Terms made known on day
of sale or on application to me at my
office. W. P. WINFREE,
Ad'm and Agent
Nov. 22, lt597. w2t
Still Have) The Fever.
Railroad men predict that at least
75,000 people will go to the Klondike
region next spring, and all of the lines
are sending out advertising matter
giving the rates and routes. Several
railroad companies have been organized
to build lines in the gold regions.
414 -411.•--
Public Sale.
I will on Monday Dec 6th 1897 offer
at public sale at the Court House door
in Hopkinsville, Ky., (unless sold pri-
vately sooner) 200 acres of land on the
Greenville road, 14 miles North East of
Hopkinsville, Ky. This is good tim-
bered land with two improvements on
ti and can be divided into 2 farmers of
100 acres each. 50 acres in timber and
150 acres land. I will sell it at a bar-
gain. Apply for terms to
W. P. WINFRELE,
w2t Ex. of Fannie A. Bronaugh
•••
The Next Ballots.
The ballots for the next general elec-
tion in Kentucky has been determined
The Democrats will be given first place.
The Nationalmif they have a ticket, will
go on without petition, they having cast
more than two per cent, of the whole
vote. The Populists will have to go on
by petition, they having cast less than
two per cent of the whole vote.
 ew. 
 
FOR SALE.
A nice farm containing 175 acres of
land lying 6 milesNorth of Hopkinsville.
Price moderate; terms I, cash, balance
in one and 2 years; same place on which
C. E. West now lives.
BUSIER WOOD & SON.
Nov. 20, 1897.
Chiles Holds On.
Will J. Chiles, of this county, is ero-
Tided for by Collecter Franks for a
month longer any way. He was assign-
ed last week to Helteley & Wilburue
distillery, No. 124.
- • e
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
r ike I r •• Q-einine Tablets.
All tortiva veto reltimi iLiu money if it
falls to care. 25e The genuine has L
B. Q on each tablet.
..r. Mc EIRE( T •
wmeof Guam
has demonstrated ten thousand
Usual tlist it is almost infallible
FOR WOMAN'S
PECULIAR
WEAKNESSES,
Irregularities and derangements.
It has become the leading remedy
for this Class of troubles It exerts
a wonderfully healing, strengthen-
ing and soothing influence upon
the menstrual organ!. It cures
"whites" •nd falling of the womb.
It stops flooding and relieves sup-
and painful menstruation.r:rtinange of Life it Is the best
medicine mots. It is beneficial
during to -gnaney, and helps to
bring shiourea into homes barren
for years. It invigorates, stimu-
lates, strengthens the whole sys-
tem. Thi• great remedy is offered
to all afflOtted women. Why will
any woman suffer another minute
with certain relief within reach?
Wine of Carritti only costs 11.00 per
bottle at your drug store.
Yoe adrtee. Is Meg r•Cr/iriri•
Nona, athlresa. gIring.syrript,,,, IC, .4.-o•lo1.
Adrunrip I•rp.trt went r The t Aatharsoups NW-
foiwCu., elmitteavere. Tian-
Ire. I. w SMITH, Canteen. S.C.. says:
..1111 life used Wine ot Cardei at home
for faago.7 ot the womb and It entirely
COIOONSt..'
Ammet 
,
Not So Virulent In Character as in Previous
Years,
NATIONAL QUARANTINE NOW FAVORED
[SPECIAL TO NEW VW
Washington, Nov 27 -Surgeon Gen-
eral Wyman. of the Marine Hospital
Service, made public to-day his official
figures, giving the total number of cases
of yellow fever that were reported and
the number of deaths that resulted from
this disease that swept through our
Southern country daring the past sum-
mer. The statistics show that the dis-
ease was by no in tans of so terrible a
nature as it has been in previous years
The sum total of all cases reported offi-
cially is 4,366 and the total number of
deaths is 463. By far the largest now-
bee of cases and deaths occurred in the
city of New Orleans, where the record
stand 1,875 cases and 274 deaths. The
fact that the disease did not become a
general and wide-spread epidemic is due
in a large measure to the intelligent and
scientific methods that were made to
suppress it wherever it was discovered.
The great Missiasippe Valley was prac-
tically kept free. The fact that renders
the suppression of the disease more dif-
ficult was that it had prevailed in Ocean
Springs fully a month before its preeense
was known, being obscured by an epi-
demic of dengue fever.
The report says the restriction to busi-
ness throughout the South was to cause
a strong protest from the Southern peo-
ple themselves, and even those who
have been most outspoken in their sup-
port of the State's rights doctrine have
so far changed their views in conse-
quence of this outbreak as to be the
chief promoters of a national quarantine
law which will cause the United States;
regulations to be paramount to all State
and local ones.
A resolution to this effect has been in-
troduced into the Georgia Legislature,
and commercial bodies in Birmingham
and other Southern cities have passed
like resolutions. Men of prominence
throughout the South, in newspaper in-
terviews, have expressed similar ideas.
The present quaratine law, which was
passed in 1893, imposing additional du-
ties upon the Marine Hospital service,
was a great advance upon all previous
legislation. But at the time this law
was enacted the State's rights feeling
was so strong as to interfere with the
full national condition.
Gen. Wyman also calls; attention forc-
ibly to the dangers involved in the pres-
ent double system and to the fact that
State and local authorities frequently
quote the provisions of law which re-
quire the Government to aid assist them
in their own regulations, evidently in-
ferring that their own rules are su-
preme. It is belief of Gen. Wyman that
it will not be difficulty under the pres-
ent circumstances to provide legislation
which will make the national quaran-
tine legislation paramount. The true
nature of the yellow fever germ is a
subject of much discussion, and the Sur-
geon General says much may be ex-
pected from the bacteriological work be-
gun by Government experts in Cabe,
where the conditions are particularly
favorable for this reearch, as the disease
prevails all the year round there. The
results of their labors have not yet been
made known to the public, but it is be-
lievek thot Sauareilli is almost, if not
quite, right in his conclusions in regard
to the germs of yellow fever. If his dig-
coueries prove to be accurate, it will
lead, possibly to the development of a
cure, by serum t leory, of tie3 di east,
and in all probability also to a method
of protecting individuals, as done now
with the antitoxine for diphtheria.
Gish & Garners Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia.
It Touches the Spot. At all druggists.
SLIGHT FALLING ;OFF SHOWN.
Louisville & Nashville Earning's for the
Third Week In November.
The earnings of the Louisville &
Nashville railroad for the third week in
November show a slight falling off from
last year.
The improvement in freight receipts
was considerable, caused by the rush of
business after the lifting of the quaran-
tine, but the passenger earnings fell off.
The fre* it earnings increased $7,550,
while the passenger decreased $13,750.
The total earuings for the week were
$433,295. a decrease of $6,265 from last
year.
LADIES DAVIS Female Pills arevitfe 1411(1 cur.., novo!'
fall. Proof Free. Supply
I •,• •3111-N'Ar
--•••• 
VERY EXPENSIVE.
l SPECIAL TO NEW kW
Frankfort, Ky., Nov 29 -Gov. Brad-
ley in an interview at Lexington de-
clares his intention of calling out the
militia in a few days to guard threaten-
ed toll gates.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise's, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheuni,
Fever Soren, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively curve Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
' perfected satisfaction cr money refund-
ed. Price 25c per box. For sale by R.
C. Hardwick.
•414
I CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
apaters
Tie fut-
dans
of 444( is msemiWisgsgh
Several Fine Rattle-Ships are in Course el
Construction.
EXPENSE GREAT AND ALWAYS GROWING.
Wsollington, I). C., Nov. 27.-The an-
nual report of the Secretary of the Navy
is a most interesting document, and is
proof conclusive that the American Na-
vy has assumed proportions that should
cause the patriotic heart to swell wittO
pride.
The present effective fighting force of
the Navy consists of four battleships; of
the first class, two battleships of the
second class, two armored cruisers, six-
teen cruisers, fifteen gun boats, six
double-turreted monitors, one ram, one
dynamite gun boat, one dispatch boat,
one transport steamer, and five torpedo
boats. There are under construction
five battle ships of the first claim, sixteen
torpedo boats and and one subanarine
boat.
There are sixty-four other naval ves-
sels, including those used as training,
receiving, and naval-reserve ships, tugs
disused and single-turreted monitors,
and some unserviceable craft.
There is, further, the auxiliary fleet.
This consist+, first, of more than tweL-
ty subsidized steamers which comply
with the re quirenients of the postal act
of March 3, 1891, with regard to their
adaptibility to naval service and to an
armament of main and secondary bat-
teries; second, Of a very much greater
numb r of a large merchant marine
steamers, which can be availed of at
any time of need.
These auxiliaries, ranging from 2,000
to 12,000 tons, will, if occasion require
form a powerful fleet of ocean cruisers
capable of swift and formidable attack
upon an enemy's commerce. Their
great coal capacity will also enable
them to remain a long time at sea in
search of the whereabouts of hostile
vesaels. The expense to the Govern-
ment to keep up the navy is already
enormous and is constantly increasing.
The diseases cured by Hood's Sarsa-
parilla are many, because most ailments
disappear as soon as the blood is enrich-
ed and purified by it.
A GOOD DEMOCRAT NAMED.
Kr. Thomas N. Barkor, Jr ,Nadu. Post-
master at Kenr,edy.
Mr. Thomas M. Barker, Jr, was Sat-
urday appointed postmaster at Kenne-
dy, in South Christian.
The appointment will give perfect
satisfaction to the people who get their
mail at Kennedy. Mr. Barker is a good
Democrat. There is not a Republican
in the Kennedy precinct who is quali-
fied to hold the office.
Just try a 100 box of Cascarete, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made
Many mitllions of dollars have been
lost in new railroads as well as in river
and harbor improvements.
When ()thous or costive, eat a Caeca-
ret candy cathartic, cure guaranteed.
50c abc
The 300,000 helpless Cubans killed by
Spanish savages call for something
more than Cuban autonomy.
Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
100
Uacle Samuel already has a great
deal more territory than is o ell
govt rued. He dou't need Hawaii.
Don't Tobacco Solt and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using eas-
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, fu'l of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Pac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 60c
or $1.00. Booklet and maniple mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
_ _
No mention of 4-cent cotton was made
in the prosperity sermon preached for
Mr. McKinley on Thanksgiving day.
Everybody Say So.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of C. 0. 0. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
If $1,050,000 is to be pat into a golden
statue of President McKinley, may not
his 1900 campaign fund fall a little
short?
Stop
That
coughing. The quickest and surest
way is to take Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
Honey. A guaranteed cough rem-
edy, wholly unlike all ot hers-better.
&eta directly on the MUCOUS mem.
bermes, heals the lungs arid respire-
tore organs stud Invigorate* the
whole system.
DR. BELL'S
Pine-Tar
Honey
contains the concentrated healin
virtues of old end
tried medic! n•I agents',
extracted by is new
scientific process. 2.5c,
b0c and II.
Al le Ar•ighla. or ant ••••
le•••Ipl op, !Niue to,
Th. S. S. oval...lame
1•41•1•• •••••••• Ey.
-••••••,"
Temperance Sunday.- The New Century.-The
Lowry Meetirg.
SHORT STORIES FOR SAINTS AND SINNERS
Rev. W. J. King Sunday morning
publicly tendered his resignation as pas-
tor of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of this city. His many friends
and acquaintances here will sincerely
regret to learn that he will remove from
Hopkinsville.
Goes To Mississippi.
He has accepted a call to the pastorate
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
of Oxford, Mies., one of the largest and
most flourishing churches of that de-
nomination in the State. He and his
estimable family will go to Oxford to
live the first week in January. Rev.
King has been located in this city since
August, I805.
t
Season of Advent Sunday.
Beginning Sunday and continuing
till January let is the season of Advent
in the Roman Catholic Church. During
this period no Catholic marries.
The first feast of the Advent season
will be Sunday, December 5th, being the
feast of the Immaculate Conception.
In the third week in Advent occur the
Ember days, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday constitute these days, during
which Catholics subj ct themselves to a
oartial atotiuence. In these days also
c.unitni moratinn is made for the minis-
try of the church. The sacrament of
Holy orders is conferred, ordaining
priests.
Tne vigil of Christmas is also a fast
day.
+ +
To Celebrate New Century.
'The Rev. Dr. James A Worden,
Superintendent of the Sunday•school
departmentof the Presbyterian Church
in this country, has begun a movement
to celebrate the opening of the twen-
tieth century. His idea is to recruit the
Sunday-school army of his ^hurch so
that instead of 1,030,000 members, as at
present. it St ill consist of a host of 1,-
500,000. He wants this work of enlist-
ing the half million of reinforcements
completed by April 1,1901, the login
Hing of the church year in the first year
of the next century.
+ + +
Another Lowry Meeting.
Revival services will begin at the
Methodist Church at Elkton December
31st. At 10:30 p. in. there will be held
an old-fashioned Methodist watch Light
meeting and after that preachieg every
evening at seven o'clock. Rev. John P.
Lowry, of Little Rock, Ark., who con-
ducted a successful meeting in Hopkins-
vine last summer, will arrive January 6
and take the lead of the meeting.
s + +
Called To Guth! ie.
Rev. Mr. Burnett, pastor of the
Baptist church of Auburn, has received
s call tu the pastorate of the Guthrie
Baptist church. It is thought that he
will accept.
f
Will Speak in Hoekinsvitie.
Rev. Dr. Calvin S. Blackwell, Corre-
ponding Secretary of the Southern Bap-
tist Young People's Union, is coming to
Kentucky to spend ten days in advanc-
ing this good work. The committee,
oonsisting of Rev. Dr. Carter Helm
Jones and Dr. John N. Prestridge, has
arranged his list of appointments. He
will speak in Hopkinsville Dec. 11.
+ +
Fear They Will Lose Him.
Rev. J. 0. Rust has returned from
Brooklyn, where he preached for two
Sundays in the Washington SquareBap-
tist church upon invitation, and now
some of his members fear that they
stand a chance of losing him to this
same Brook lyn congregation. -Nashville
Amen -an.
Total Missionary Receipts.
The total missionary receipts of the
Methodist Episcopal church for the year
just ended were el ,623,335.17.
Lightning Hot Drops--
What n Funny Name t
Very True, but it Kills All Pain-
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-
Without Renee. There la No Pay I
FOR SALE BY R. 0. HARDWICK
Try Ours
There are for sale all
kinds of stuff to eat,
but if you like
PURE FOOD,
GROCERIES
that are the best
for the least money,
you can always get
them at
Recycs -THE-
, GROCER
Next door to First National Bank.
Monumonts,
ramiritones,
Foreign and American
Granite and rlarble.
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WHAT WE SELL I
__.
,.
-1
AND SELL CHEAP. az1
EE
Radiant and club-House Grates.
Nothing brightens a house
up as much ficr the same amount
of' money as at nice cabinet man-
tel, a tile hearth and facing. A
full stock on exhibition. Put in
promptly on application.
FORBS
BROTHER.
•.••••
HARNESS
Superior and inpire Grain Drills
Carriages, Harness and Saddles,
Paints, Oils and Glass,
Coal, Lillie and Cement,
Galvanized Iron, Tin Work and
Guttering,
44 44
Mogul Wagons,
Aermoter Wind Mills,
Fertilizers,
Plumbing: Goods,
Porcelain Bath Tubs,
Majestic Ranges;
Round 0* Heating Stoves,
Sash, Doors, Blinds
And Lumber,
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Fine Cabinet Mantels.
El
This month, we would like to see yol at 203 South Main St. We have taken
speeial care in the selection of our goods this fall, and are confident that we can
pleme you with Ow quality of our st wk. \V notonly carry largest and best
selocted stOck, of Harness and S ddlery in the city, but we devote OUL
entire attention to this line, and for hat reason we can
Name Prices
Will Surprise You!
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Don't fail to se our line of LAP ROBES. We bought before the tariff on
these goods went into etrert, and ('all save you 35 per cent. on your purchase,'
and show you more different pattern:, than all other houses in the city combined.
Remember, we are here to please yot , and it is no trouble to show our goods.
F. A. YOST & CO.}••
Exclusive Harness
Robt. H. Brown, e9
(or 7th and Vir. Sts., re)
Hopkinsville,
I buy direct at quarry, I sell direct to 0
the buyer. Best of references. Your 
?
order solicited.
's"*":;e1-"g1/41"46.110eS40066000064"*IliMf•SrafftWO1 •c- .
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' • Pierpont Morgan seems to want even
more than the ares surface of his native
land, since he is now trying to form a
sewer pipe trust.
7
II E NEW E• R A., The Repubic alt ythat DT. Sitgllida S tea pt at/1311°aq ijas
 
 
been declined
-PUBLISHED HT-
-4: bedding & Publish'g Co
4
ncle Sam is not buying all those new
is to shoot rabbits. Something is up,
I the piblic would like to know what
SUMTER V/000, President.
4 
titCg:-New Era Building, Seventh
near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
1,1.00 A YEAR.
4,1 as the poetotace in Hopkinsville
i-class mail matter.
7, December 3, 1897.
, • ADVERTISING RATES:1
f arm ustaerC1011 .... S
, ut
1h res. rii‘ MUMS  oo
itx month, ....... ........ . V
kne year  . 15 is]
tl rates may be had by applica-
office.
advertising must be paid for in
ot yearly advertisements will be
arteriy.
ilseMents inserted without spec-
Ell be charged for until ordered
ente of Marriages and Deaths,
ig live lines. and mitices of
iblished gratis.
otices. Resolutions of Respect,
Whir notices, live cents per I lue.
CLUBBING RATES: -
:LT Nay/ Es..• and the following
ear.
icineinnati Enquirer. .1 
11 3..
Louis Republic ....
.1v Olobe-Democrat   1 7".
ahville dun ;  1
Faroe   I
RT DIRECTORY.
r Corar-First Monday in June
11 Monday in February and Sep-
maxi' COCRT-Second iondays
try. April, July and October.
L First Tuesday in April
ober.
ootraT—First Monday In every
e game of life, the devil holds a
ad every time the preacher calls
Southern editor who is running
ngress on a lynch law platform is
ng the thing a little too far.
,key in Greece and knocking the
ag ought of Turkey jokes ought to
elved. They have earned a rest.
sveling will possess new dangers if
ruin porters fall to robbing pawn-
of what money is left after the
I 3pain has given the ballot to Cuba too
ie. The bullet now promisee that peta-
1 et a more complete and satisfying in-
npendence.
• . If Maxim's airship for Klondike trans-
°fatten works all right successful min-
; re will become more than ever the high-
at of high flyers.
If McKinley is to be immortalized in
a solid gold statue at the Paris Exposi-
tion, why not have a figure of Murk
lianas done in diamonds?
— - - 
- -
Mixed flour is but one of the food
frauds that should be hunted down and
severe punished. Pure food should be
insured to every community.
Dick Croker wants the New York
Legislature to vindicate him by election
to the United States Senate. Where
would the Legislature find vindication?
China has no navy and is at the mer-
cy of every European plunderer, Skimp-
ing the navy is not economy. In the
muse of Chino it is dismemberment and
ruin.
- - - 
-
The dispatchee say that the students
at Tougaloo (Miss) University • •lost
their all" by fire Thanksgiving eve.
Not a nose protector or shin-pad or
meek is left. It is a terrible blow to ed-
ucation.
A member of the Austrian Reicherath
-a few days ago delivered a speech of 70,-
000 words, occupying thirteen hours.
Bat the record in the United States Sen-
ate is still secure.
The Omaha Bee says that "more cat-
tle and hogs are being fed in Nebraska
this year than ever before." May be
the farmer cant't get rid of them.
Now that the football amnion is over
college students can devote some time to
some of their other etudi et until the
baseball season opens in the spring.
We have too many statesmen like that
Populist who after making the welkin
roar in behalf of the referendum wrote
to a newspaper to ask what the referee-
d= meant.
Gen. On-the-Grass 003e7; latest plan
Is for the Government to provide work
for everybody and to make Inch provi-
sions as will permit him to do the work
of a President.
The yellow journals of New York hay.
log succeeded in guiding a murderess
to heaven are now engaged in proving
that Adam was a Chinaman and Pon
tins Pilate a friend to Christ.
Now that the election is oyez, some of
the Republican writers and "spellbiu-
dere" should admit frankly that they
were only "campaigning" when they
claimed that business warn on the boom.
- —
The pictures Of two ships represent
tog the oomparetive size of navies must
not be accepted too confidently. Uhl
Ironsides looked bigger to the Britieli
than the Great Eastern before the end
of the war of 1912.
---- 
-
If the Kansas Pacific Railroad, for ten
years, has been netting four per cent on
130,000.000, it is worth nearly double the
government claim, and should not be
sacrificed for less than the full amount
due the national treasury
Over a carefully guarded Havana ca-
ble comes the information that the Dlac-
ing of a pile of dynamite in front of the
American consulate warn a joke. Had it
exploded it would have been the kind of
a joke that shakes thrones,
Emperor William has published his
game record, which covers twenty-five
years. It includes 1276 stags, 1002 red
deer, 680 roebucks, 2181i wild pigs and
nearly 30.000 hares and birds. The im
penal slaughter house has distanced all
others in Europe.
Now that Gen. Buckner has delivered
himself it is to be hoped that he feels
better. The recent election seems to
have taught him nothing, for he oon-
finnan to talk of a goldDeinocracy. Even
Henry Watterson realizes that the In-
diannapolut party has played oat.
1100 Elf *Ma lou
The readers of this paper will be pleas-
ed to learn that there is at least one
dreaded disease that sciesice has tnen
able to cure in all its stages and that is
catarrh. Hall's Catarrh (lure is the on-
ly positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tion disease requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces tat the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
Its curative powers, thae they offer one
hundred dollars for any C1118e that it fails
to cure. Send for list of testamonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & 00.,
Tole. o, U.
Sold by draggisse, • dress, 
Worl.I'm Diepeoeary Medical As.
Mall's Family Pills isr ; Nit sootsioa, Buffalo N. Y.
s. '
. """""'"•-• - ' '• - • -0/4".. *
PoorDrey- fue, his martyrdom has j st
begun. Zela is to make him the he of
ins next novel. 
Mother of the President
Dying Condition.
country meet they will doubtless advise
h
Presidaut McKinley ought to reat
e
e KENTUCKY ROBBERIES
that pardoning bank wreckers is not 
best way to bring prosperity.
the public to smoke up.
- • • - 
- ••••• - . . •••-•••• -'44 •••
 Asseseaseememeeeigeateee 
STROKE OF PARALYSIS PIECES FOR PLANTEqS.1
iiWhen the leaf tobacco dealers of t is
Red-headed girls may be iLterested in
the neWs that the author of that white-
horse story has been jailed at PittsbTg.
The Sultan cannot have his way; in
Crete and he has had to salute the Nils-
trian flag. Is th • et-scent again on fthe
wane!
Does the fact of his wanting Iii iew
warships indicate that Emperor
helm is all at sea in his present fornign
policy.
Great is the fall of Fall River. ; Its
emharrassed manufacturers should hose
no time in transferting their plantl to
the South.
_ 
If President McKinley has no reePect
for the opinions ef his Cabiret ofIcers
how can he expect the nation to Itave
any:.
Senator Manua will not be as pond
as he was nine months ago when he
limps into the Senate chamber imixt
Monday.
The Austrian Reichsrath ought tp b,
able to turn out a few first class fo4bal!
coaches in view of the recent perftirm-
ance there.
Connecticut should carry her woi.idi n
nutmegs over good roads. The products
of all States shouldlave the benedt of
such roads.
With the Y. M. 0. A. and the saloons
both serving free lunches there will be
no excuse for the young men of Ymings-
town to go hungry.
•
Tammany's return to power has Made
Rev. C. H. Parkhurst confessedly !'un-
speakably sap." Brother Platt Witt not
offered to take hold and help carry that
1)541 of sorrow.
Isn't it rather presumptuous tot peo-
ple to be worryiug about recognizing
friends in heaven before they know
whether they have any vested interest
in the problem or not?'
Mr. McKinley should remember that
a people doing their level best to get at
least a tail-hold on PmsPerity heven't
got the time to waste on a 20,CU4word
Presidential message.
Business methods applied to aff ire of
government would soon stop the; leaks
and make deficits obsolete. The Repub-
licans seem to look upon the I's-rated
States Treasury as a mark for looting.
"The Self-Made Men in American
Life" is what Grover Cleveland calls
his first contribution to literature, but
after counting 13 personal pronouns on
the first page, perhaps "I, Me, We anti
Ours" would do just as well for a title.
Canadian authorities have notified all
Klondikers insufficiently supplied with
food that they ate required to leave
Dawson camp at once. Any deluded
Argonaut who is going to die of Starva-
tion must, therefore, do his dying out-
side.
China has appealed to her big !Tartar
brother, Russia, to make Germaay stop
playing in her back yard, and. bully
Wilhelm will soon have to ship or fight
a boy of his size.
- •
George Gould's Thank.sgivingir.'t t
Missouri Pacific employes-an s!.vance
of ten per cent. in their wapiti 4means
an expenditure of $900,000 more year,
divided among 15,000.
The Cuban condition has not riiprov-
ed, no matter what Mr. 31cKinlny may
say, unless the success of the abans
has improved it. Spanish promites will
no nothing for the
- 
Massachusetts beneficiaries oi!f tariff
robbery are attempting to head (if! reci-
procity. They are not ineonsist$nt. If
high tariff is a good thing, reciprocity,
which is free trade, is absurd.
•
The St. Louie platform promised, sub
etantially, that the Spanish putcher
birds should be scared out of L'/b, but
they are still ..there after neariy nine
months of a new Administration.
Senator Teller, too, remarks that
there will be no reform of the currency
at the coming session of Chngreas.
Probably it would save trouble to move
to make this conclusion unanimous.
Those two German maidens Who were
deported to their native country because
they were too pretty to enter th$ United
States unprotected cannot conbistently
make a plain bane of their grietrances.
Another army chaplain has been or.
dered to Ft. Sheridan. If the Lovering
case is a true indication of the state of
morals existing there, the chaplains
should be sent in platoons instead of
It is strange that such an ardent pro•
tectionist as Pr -client McKinley should
favor the annexation of Hagaii, for
every annexation to the United States
adds to the competition with Jtuericati
products.
_
The London Standard is not !far from
right in warning the Spaniah Govern-
Intuit against General Weyler as the
most serious menace tc the prelient Min-
istry and, possibly, to the reisfaing dy-
nasty itself.
It is seriously reported that 'resident 
McKinleyMcKinley and Secretary Gage1 are not
in complete harmony on the qteetion of
finance. ThePresideut is paid to have a
lingering love and hope for s ver; but
as they will not be supported jeith back-
bone there is not much hope fy the peo-
ple.
It has always been the poll/. of Spain
to compel her people and her eolouies to
buy nothing but what Spain !produced.
And Spain is not prosperous, nor will
the United States be protspereis as long
they follow in SpauSs footsteps in this
respect.
• "
•
The big hearty, healthy tnan is a
coutiutial irritation to his dyspeptic
friend. Constipation is the rot of nine-
tenths of the sickness of 
menf 
and of a
large proportion of the eiekns a of wo-
men. It can be cured 
e rily,i 
naturally
and quickly. Nature is cimtinually
working as hard as she can ttt throw off
impurities, and to force out poisonous
refuse matter. When there islan imped-
iment,1 . Dr. Pierced Pleas nt Pellets
set the wheels working agai i without
any trouble. They assist ir,ture in a
gentle, healthful, efficient wty. There
is nothing violent about th ir actiou,
and yet it is just as certain ait if it were
twice as violent. "You do mit become
a slave to their use." They re differ-
ent and better than any oth r pill for
the rare of constipation, headache and
kindred derangements. lmost all 1
druggists understand this, aim1 are eon- i
acientions enough to tell ynt4 so. The l
druggist who tries to sell yo4 a subeti• I
tute is not a safe man fruit whom to I
buy medicine.
I
Send 21 one-cent etamps tcl rover cost 1
of mailing wily, end receive tree a copy
of Dr. Pierce's Medical Adiiser. Ad-
*.
••
• 1L".! 7' 4
. I ,f'
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In a Exclusive Report of Tobacca,
S-aes and Receipis.
FARM NEWSANDNOTES
An Epidtmic of Burglaries and Thefts is Maters o! Great 'alerts to 
a 1 Tilers of the
Sweeping the Slate. Soil.
TRAIN HELD UP-HEAVY STORMS AT SEA
Canton, Ohio, lee. 2 -Mrs. Nancy
McKinley, the venerable mother of
President William McKinley, is lying at
the point of death at her home in this
city.
This morning she received a stroke of
paralysis, and her condition is pro-
nounced critical.
It is not believed that she can live
through the day.
The President has been informed of
her condition, and is expected to come
here on a special train this afternoon.
TRAIN ROBBERS FOILED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
San Antonia Tex., 'Dec. 2.-An at-
tempt Was made early this morning to
rob a passenger trans on the Mexican
Central road, near this city-
The train was flagged, and several
robbers sprang from hiding places near
the track, and ran towards the train in-
tending to board it.
The passengers, lead 1-y several brave
and cool- headed persons, successfully
resisted the attacks, and, at a signal
from the conductor, the engineer turned
on full steam and dashed away.
At a small town on the Mexican line
which was the first station at which the
train stopped, a posse of Mexicans was
formed and is now in pursuit of the
would-be train robbtrs.
If captured they will be severely dealt
with.
EPIDEMIC OF ROBBERIES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 2 -Telegrams
to the evenirg papers of this city prove
that there is a veritable epidemic of
robberies throughout Kentucky.
For several nights nearly every large
town in the State has had one or more
burglaries.
Special dispatches printed in the first
editions of the papers this afternoon
show that not less than fifty burglaries
took place last night.
STORMS AT SEA.
[sescinei o saw ERA]
New York, Dec. 2.-Cablegrams re-
eived today from London announce
that fearful storms are raging on the
English coast.
Several vessels have already been
wrecked and others re in greal peril.
It is postively knr wn that at least fif-
teen sailors have 1 seri drowned.
BANK CLOSES.I
[SPECIAL TO sow ERA]
Morgantown, North Carolina, Der. 2.
' s' (set bank closed it. doors
lo.tutly
It has been regarded as one of the
most solid financial institutlens of the
State.
The failure was a great surprise to
everybody in Peidinont.
The extent of the failure is not known
at present.
C...fLevr Oil. X.4%.
The he-
aps:are vtg.pa.
umshelf
THEY ARE RIGHT.
Ii as
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Dec 2 -After an inspec-
tion of the immigrants who arrive at
New York, sonic members of the Con-
gressional Committee on Immigration
favor a:suspension of immigration. Some
for as long a period as ten years.
"For five weeks I lived on cold water,
so to speak." writes a man who suffered
terribly from indigestion.
He could hardly keep anything on his
stomach. What stayed, wasn't proper-
ly digested and gave him terrible pangs.
This is not an uncommon case. Dys-
peptics don't get enough nourishment
They are generally thin and weak.
They may eat enough, but they don't
digest enough. Much of what they eat
turns into; poison. If this keeps oil
there's no telling what disease tlaia
may get next.
That's why it is best to take Shaker
Digessive Cordial, as soon as symptom•
of iudigeatiou appear.
It cures all the evils of indigestion
and prevents the evils which indigestion
causes.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to
$1 00 per bottle,
Married at the Courthouse.
Andrew Jones and Miss Libido Cowan
will live at Carl, iii North Christian,
w ere marmot' in the County Clerk's of-
tee Owl triornitot by County Judge
Breathitt A large crowd of folds wit.
nensed the ceremony and stared at the
happy bride and er een
THE CUBAN MOTTO
lsPF.CIAL TO NEW ER, ;
Havana, Dec. 2.-The Cuban Coned
tnent Assembly, which met recently at
Camaguey, has issued a defiant mini
fasts, declaring that "independence or
death is and shall be the unalterabl.
and sacred motto of the Cubans."
c tis.r
fae-
glom an wanes..
every
Will Witness th.. Wedding.
Mrs. Joseph Quarles left Wednesday
for Howell to spend about ten days, ac-
companied by her sister, Miss Wilson.
They will remain to be present at the
marriage of Mr. Samuel Fox Holloway
and Miss Taylor Edwards.-Clarksville
Threes
N•J. Crumbangh'• Place,
A dispatch from Washington to the
Louisville Time.; says: "It was learned
at the Treasury Department this porn.
lug that lifaj. Crumbaugh is to get a
place within a few days after Congress
convenes. While Secretary Gage has
virtually decided upon the position, he
is not willing to to tell what it is."
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN.
TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSII.
The famous Appliance a od, Item ed les of
the Erie Mete al Co. now fort he first Lime
offered on truil without expense to •ny
boueet min. Not a deLlar to be paid
In ads•nee. Cure Effects of Rutin
EICC011es in Old or Young. Manhood
Folly Restored, flow to Eels rife and
Strengthen Week. Undeveloned Portions
of Holy. Absolutely wit/Wing Home
Treatment. No C. I/. n. or °tilt': scheme.
A plain offer by • arm of high standing.
64 NIAGARA ST.
. BUFFALO. N. Y.IL MEDICAL CO
COND.T1ON OF THE LIVE SIO:K
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furn,-',,'(1 ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA t‘c t :lover &
Durrett, Lonieville Tobacco 'Ws:rehouse:
Sales on our market for the NN es k j.
closed amount to 1,3-19 hhds., it eh re-
ceipts for the Faille period 1,2S4
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 157.693 lihde. Saks of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 137,672 Wide.
The offerings on our market this week
have been desidedly •ensiller ()welt: par
baby to light receipts and to the inter-
vention of Thanksgiving Day. There
have been but one or tan hogsheads of
new dark tobacco sold, up to this writing
and not enotign to anything like -teititle
limb values. About the usual quantity
of old darks hiVe been 4 ,ff-reti tee gnat
ity of svilich in the main ins been x-
tremely poor. Prices have been well
sustained for all grades of leaf and 14s
with any character. Reliateilteg sorts
27 inches long and over have been ylicy
active and strong. Common neretle-
script trashy lugs, especially when hard
sweated and out of condition, have been
irregular this Wef k and pre is for tuch
are lower. With another good heed-
ling season we look for increased re-
ceipts and sales.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobaceve
1696 crop:
Trash   $150 to 12.00
Common to medium bags 2 00 to 3 00
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 3 So to 5 rei
Medium to poi leaf  5 OV to 9 00
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to IS CO
Wrappery styles  b 00 to 16 00
LIVE sTocK MIIKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Dec. 1.-Cattle.-The re-
ceipts of cattle to. day were light, being
175 head on sale, quality of the offeriugs
fair. The market opened up steady to
strong on choice butchers and good
stockers and feeders, that claes changing
hands reasitly, while all other classes
cold at steady prices. The pens were
well clered at the clo-e.
Calves.-Iteceipts were light, market
dull with tops selling at *-5.110see 5.25 ;
couiruon heavy calves very dull.
Extra shipping  tvis I/f14 ?5Light shipping  I 
Common to medium butchers   2 75:i 4 :1.6:,
Rest butchers 
851Fulr to good but
chers 
Thin, rough steers, pour cues
t54(1:: ti2and scalawags .... .Oood to extra oxen 
omnion to medium oxen 4 /
stockers .....
‘B'tleallIscal. yes •
Feeders 
Fair to good ilich cows 4:"m
Hogs.-The receipt of hags t d ty
Choice mlich cows 
• 7:
7r
u a :10
were liberal, being 8,2C4 heed on pal,,
sinality of the offering fair. The mar-
ket was slow in op aaitig, but final a! set-
tled down at a decline of 15... from yes-
.. rday's best prices. All hogs 120 lbs
up selling at 3 30: lighter weights,
0.00e. 3.25, and roughs at V 2esee 3 00.
Pens only fairly well cleared at the
close.
Choice packing and butchers, 225
Seth. S
Fair to good packing. 140 to !Ill it,
(iot,d to extra :ight, lento Pain,
Fat tamales. L.ti to leo lb.
Fat shoats. WO p_gi lb
Roughs. Irsi WO lb
Pigs. an 10
n
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i4and rub and wear
Not
)
rt.? eargiallhhiteSI
svtsrRwl/oPe,?,'
oddtyva.•ww,fti tbe
j/V.L.AIRETTE SOAP
T
OM'
Fault
them out
but the fault of the i
soap that your hus-!1
E
band's shirts are not
4 
i4
white. Don't scrub re
using an
inferior so tp—use Clairette.
N
-irC•- ' ..--...s. a.1/4.
el
,c4ii.1:2 takes the y ellow out of clothes and N'llitens and
ill softens them. Not injurious because it's pure.
'Will pay you to think to'ask for "Clairette."
Sold everywhere. Made only by
TIDE N. K. PAIRBANK COMPANY, ST. LOUIS.
TIPTE 11
OM,
"U.s.'71.ZW.0=7.4XUX01;.74— "hhil05,11J
0?IttrtittrritttiftSMI1/1t1114,
t ROYAL LIQUOR cs nuu„,
EE 203 South Main St. Om First National sank
Pp--- Only Complete Liquor
- Store in Christian County.
4eib
tee,—
CP0-
1100/-
ONse-
Largest stock, oldest and choicest
brands, purest quality and lowest price.
Whiskies direct from U. 5. bonded
warehouses, whiskies bottled in bond
under supervision of U..5. Government,
with U. S. stamp on each bottle, guar-
anteeing purity of contents, and espec-
• ially adapted
For Medical and
4111.▪ -
E.- Family Purposes.
Jug and keg trade a specialty.
NOTHING SOLD BY THE DRINK.
Your Trade Solicited,
iEE Royal Liquor
St
S. J. SAMUEL, Prop'r. 
: 
TlIrphone 143-2 ring,.
S. Alain St.
SU B (.3RI BE FOR.
The Daily New E
1
a
THE L VON PACIFIC.
(ePECIAL Ti) THE NEW ERA )
Omaha, Neb. Dec. 2.-It is bunter d
litre that the change of the Union Pa-
"di .• to its new oweers will le followeti
by a complete reorgitnizatior,
CSY
The put - 0 Iss(
(-Lasers of the Union Pacific were
eu to pay 813,000,000 more for the pro-
perty Ii in they had counted on. The
only way they can get that back is to
work it out of the property. To SLIC
eessfuLy accomplish this tremendous
task a reorganization of the railroan
a al, it is claimed, to ebeolutely neesa•
sary, though the reorganization may
be gradual. There is a great deal of
talk about a Northwestern man to take
By using National Lead Co.'s Pure Ni 'te Left ! Tinting C,.
on, any desired shad* is readily obta. ed • '• •
valuable infonnatum and .,rd shwa. tt,it sam
charge of the rproperty,based on the faet also cards showing pictures of twelve licuiies nt
that Marvin Hughitt, President of the I .
Northwestirn, is the only active rail- , • . NATIONAL LEAD CINCINNATI
read wan on the committee having  .
hese,,,,,redemistnes or.cousbioatioss of shades fonvarded u
Cot. 7th St. and Freeman Ace., Cincinnati, 0.tem-
porary charge of the road. But Wins-
low S. Pierce, attorney for the G
interest, is also a member of that
mince.
There has been a great deal of
ould 
- OUR 411R1STMAStalk ,
about the probability of the election of
Horace M. Burt, Third Vice-President
of the Northrstern, to the Union Pa-
cific propene . Those who predict
Burt's el eition urge that President
Hughitt wants to take care of H. H. Mc-
Cullough, General Traffic Manager of
the Nurthweetern, by making him Third
Vice-Preeelent to succeed Mr. Burt,
Edwin W. Winttr, formerly President
of the Northern Pacific, is still named
lije those very familiar with railroad
matters of an executive nature. They
predict the election of Mr. Winter,
either as President of the reorganized
Union Pacific, or as chairman of the
Board of Directors. The lists are filled
with nearly half a dozen candidata' and
in all is asonable probability they seem
to run like this: Edwin W. Winter,
Horace
 
G. Burt, Edward Dickinson,
Win. H. Truesdale and Oliver Mink.
BELLS
. ..THEY RING FOR ALL....
A Cheerful Call to X=Mas Bargains.
Never o Good. Never So Cheap.
Our beautifu
Meets, the best -ides
figures. Itemembe
person, old, middle, aged or yonng e will please you We. will satisfy you.
We meet your wanks, be they large or small, w ith the !Hoer ssiiiitable grate at
the fairest prices. ,Come tn and see our innumerable attractite and appropriate
gifts which we lact spare to enumerate.
Don'tiFail to See Our Holiday Diplay.
A thoroughly iret-class stock, combining quality and e -Kant* within MO
reach of all Vieilors are cordially invited Come iii and its how eatisfactimey
Christmas stempii can be made. how well we can fill your ants, awl bow fara r
we can make yo money go. Don't wait until the last hoar ea,
Cqine Now and Avoid the Ruth.
Richards & Co.
It Will Pay You Well
Before Buying to Visit
Ncw Sorc
Where he is offering Diry Goods, Clotliiri'r anO.
Shoes at such low prices:
Ladies Jackets at $3.50, $4.50, $6.(20.
Ladies Capes at $1.50, $3.50, $5.00. All newAnd very latest
styles.
Mens all-wool suits from $3.50 to $10.00-
liens overcoats, all wool, from $3.00 to $13.03.
Ladies heavy glove grain shoes $1.00, $1.25.
;it heavy glove grain shoes 50c, 75c.
Mens oil grain shoes (1)1id) $1.00, $1.25.
D N - THE -
JO. METZ
r C-11f-
&ow 7f.* Let y
People's Store, Next door to R. C. Hardwick's Dm Store.
1•1111111=Ma=3.
itri 
-
"Y•'7* 've 7.ojr•Nc.nfi''fklifkfs: 4r; 91P, SSW
„I
Sheep aud Lambs -The receipts If
sheep and lambs were lief t in e.11,
Lqnality fair. The 'ark, t - ii.4 larely
steady at genteitiut.s. le ea e..11
cleared.
Extra spring lamb. ...
tiood to extra shipping s10
Fair to good
Common to
Rucks
skips and seal tY1.11 gill per Itend.
Extra, spring Limbs 4 ;.•
Fair to food .
Best butrher 4 il.a4 r1,
Fair to good bdteber hiujisa . . 3 IS,44
Tie i En Is on.311e
‘414
tgA
Reports of many got ti crr.i, If tel,tere• LQA
in certain sections of ibt• :!tice have
been lats.y cositirneed by et N.., kiçr
the sections in question. It is
Montronery county raiser hus ten acne 0)
that will average 1,tes0 puunde to the
acre, and a Shelby comity one that has 411)
raised 20,000 poun d 4 on fourteen
acres. In certain sectisus ol Shteby and V.
Carroll, and most all the Blue Grass
cmuties, namertpus good crops cat. b-
found, though it is true net so many as
other years hive prod ne. d The crop
will be a short one, but not so short as
some have looked for. The weetiens
mentioned were more fort unute to the
distribution of rains shan odor parts rf
the State, so better wheys() wait ranted.
CIL. ORA 'XICt
ii,
Ingot
APPLICADO'l OktinID.
I SPEC! ti. TO X ,teV PR '
San Francisco, Die. 2 -Tile Su-
preme Court So-dity dewed ti epehea
tiou of 1 urratit'e attorneyp fur a a nit of
maudat • to to tipel Ju•Ige I ant's to pro-
reed a 1th hie trial for the it under or
Minnie Williams.
This &evil. nothing, Ft tent the
court Will net issue its tioineare to ('(Pm'
pel a superior court to try a cause. Art•
lug Attie ney (Satter his wired
Attorney General Fitzgeraki tor orders
It is believed that Fitzgerald a ill have
the Supreme Court make nu. orus stei:
ing executiott. Then the (horse attor-
ney can ask the superior court to Ilx
'gain Durrant's sentence.
S-4,;;St,,SS,S9
Commences Wednesday, Dcc. 1st, and Continues 30 Days!Goods will be sold regardless of cost and value, and all who need rry Goods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats, ‘N,
Caps and Gents' Furnishing Goods. You can save many 
aollars by taking advantage of this great sale. Each
01 and every article 
will be sold as adverWed. As we are determined to 
reduce our new and well assorted stock.
Remember that this is no "fake sale" or "catch penny 
adverti2ement," but an actual fact. As I buy for cash and .•••-'
0 discount each and every dollars' worth bought,
• I Intrid to Give my Friends  the Benefit of a Genuine Surprise in my Entir0 Stock
Cripple•
The Iron grasp of scrofnla has no
mercy upon its victims. This denion
of the blood is often not satisfied with VA
causing dreadful sores, but racks the 
Flannels that were bought before the advance.
body with the pains of rheutuati.sin ‘01 All-wool Bed Flennel et. 
....15, 20, 25 and 30 cts
until Hood's Sarsaparilla cures. All wool ‘1 bite Flannt 1 at ....15,
 18, 22i 30
"Nearly four years ago I beca ne at- and 35 rte.
aided with scrofula and rheumatism.
COTTON FLANNELS. •
Well, 1 bought them by the -us'e. Here you
12 1 2 et ; worth a great deal more, but they must
Running sores broke out on my thighs. Lg.. 
is be sold, to come all ell s) are in Detil of ilabtiels
Pieces of bone came out and an operation Ns
was contemplated. I had rheumatism in k
my legs, drawn up out of shape. I lost ap- V
petite, could not sleep. I was a perfect
wreck. I continued to grow wor-o and
finally gave up the doctor's treatment taa
ell
take Iloodai Sarsaparilla. Soon appetite
came back; the sores commenced to heal.
My limbs straightened out and I threw
away my crutches. I am now stout and
hearty and am terming, whereas tour
years ago I was a cripple. I gladly rec-
ommend Hood's Sareaparina." URBAN
HAMMOND, Table Grove, Illinois.
00
Isthe One True Blood Purifier. A 'I
talky, easy 1.11•111•0*
- C S S S SSSS S S SSS
Prepared tally by C. I.1100d Co.. Lowell. C 410". 4r. '4r arEP- 4.; •
Hood's Pills "" leen III% easy to ,..dair %.alor ,,Nor (.
71, „
Ili et,
The Best Calicoes ti
Celicoes 
riGood Iletivy Domeetic 
4 ets
The Best 1)onositic 
Gao,1 Oottou Cheek 5 et s
flitiglattu  5 et •
SHEETING, bleach or brown, at -
I5,.. 20e
ets,
11, d I king,  6, Si. 1'2i ate' 15
DRESS GOODS.
25 pi. cum ot Nov. Ity Dices rut torus, in ell the
lists
-et ; tut/Jelly sold at 26c. at cls
10 pieces l'iaiu Dream Clouds, In fancy parterus, tit
11 eta OREA ItkROAINS.
Black Goods that defy competition.
25 Fancy Dress Patterns,
In all the latest shades. all novelty, and con
sidered the prettiest patkerns ever shown in
Hopliusville. Will be sold at prices to please
IOU.
FLANNELS.
• are. take them while they last at 5, Gi. Si, 10 met
LINDSEY for ihe little ones at reduced prices
JEANS. JEANS.
I have only 50 pieces left, but they were also
bought before the rise in wool.
Ladies' Shoes.
We have the largest stock and best line ever
bought before. We guarantee each amid every
pair of our own make, and will save you fi 0 Xi '25
to GO cents on each and every pair bought from
nth I hat.e from the cheapest to the bi st, and I
have all style's and the latest shades, such as tan,
green, chocolate, box, calf. etc.
To Price Them Is To Buy Them!
/44/ At iins irk tiff• A% IL iris sEts. " et. ALA
.
4
1 CLOTHING! I
4
I 
/
Do you need a suit? If so, come in and le 0
4
 
us show you. We have $15,00o worth o
1 Clothing, con5isting of Men's, Boys' anYouth's Clothing, which are all new and of thel
4 latest design, high-art in every respect, an4
4 are thoroughly well tailored. We guarantee!
4 to save you from $2 to $5 on a suit of clothesyi
( We have them at $3.5o to $12.00 that def
4 competition, and are, beyond question, the fin.
4 est in the city.
IOVERODATS 1
1
4 ' And Mackentoshes. :
4
4 - Just coml. ill and then you can not refraim from i
4 1.,uying, IN titev are in reach of all. You can buy 41.
4 heautikti Alackentosh, extra heavy, for $2.50, and 1
4 strickly up-to-date ()vercoat for t3.50. My line 0
4 overei•lts are the cheapest, prettiest, handsomes
4 1111e1 1115eSt SIVI1611 g111111itnts that were ever shown ii t.
411,4bkiti-:ville. I -have them to please you ; whet:. r,
4 .votilitly or not, just call and examine them. 0
4
4
< Cloaks and Canes. IWe have them. Do you need them? Come i4l and satisfy yourself that they are rae bargains.
Facinators and Hoods.
4 hut'.- froun 25 ets up. Worth doubl
4 the amount.
isrvir virwor ,u..yr.u. arrialrialrIalt
forc. kLEAD;P
e d
::44 Ifs tixric*IT4:41
ay VS"
_
ke• •
et -Tule:err. 
I)
• Z.0 V1
YOURS, ANXIOUS
Sarsaparilla vl TO PLEASE.
k.4k
sesseteleseaSSS-VelP.40114111110611111 0.11110
111.111.111146."4"14'
THESE brands of NiV;nrw Lead
,
(sec list) arc not made by
any patent or quick process, bw.:
by the "old Dutch" process of
slow corerosion. They arc th/..
best; arc the standard, and have*
been for years. Protect your in-,
terests by making sure he bra.n4r.
is right.
FREE
display of Holiday Gifts is opened and r'asly The newest
MIR. me most appropriate and desirable ei • -nte it fa.i.ea
thi - splemost aseerttuent e.intai,.- tie I 
i'ziI
t thing ter every
Woo! Blankets. $
A truly and remarkable sale of
blankets. They are in any one's
reach.
We have 500 pairs of blankets,
\ ided into five differeht lots:
Lot 1 •
Consists of 50 pairs Gray Blunketa at ....48 cents
Lot 2
Consists of Heavy Blanket', 11-4, 4... .. .$1 00
Lot 3
Consists of Extra Heavy Blankets that weigh eix
pounds; a corker, at $1 50, regular price $2 00.
Lot 4
Consists of Fine and White and Colored Wool
Blankets, all ere of 11-4, extra large, and are
worth *5. Your choice until January 1, $2,98.
Lot 5
Consists of the fines made California, and are
beauties. Just what you want. Ileg•ular price "
*8.00. Your choice until January 1, $5 00.
Table Linens and Towels.
We have them, and at prices that thly compe-
tition. To appreciate thttu is to see them.
Hosiery For Ladies. 04)
Itosiery for Ladies, Misses i and Children at fda
prices that will startle you. WO have them, nob-
b, plain, fancy and drop stitcher, in all styles, at Op.?
redueed prices.
re?
CORSETS.
We will sell you a corset that will fit t.ltrou, give
give you comfort and perfect satisfaction.
Ladies' Underwear.
We offer a Jersey Vest for  1.ta
We offer a better one for '.:5 is
We offer a still better one for 35 eta
Our beet one for I 50 ets
Union Suits that defy competition at 48 AS
The Beet at  $1 00
N M AYON.
SSSSS!...rio-ViS),S,IAr
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WANTED TO LYNCH iC11
Mob After a Negro Arrested
at 0 -of Lot.
SHQT A YOUN:s. FARMER
eckleberry Serious y *tended By a
.8 teal Heihwayman.
A DARKY DESPERAD3'S DASTARDLY DEED
"Gimie e yo' money or I'll shoot jo'
h ald off '2'
Robert Teckletery, a young Hopkins
county farmer who. Wed, morning,
was walking down tlo. railroad track,
near Nortoneville. reeled his eyes turd
found himself locking into the barrel of
a big revolver
A Negro Highwayman.
The pistol was presented by a burly,
mean-looking negro.
The farmer refused to empty his pock-
et for the benefit of the highwaymen.
and the latter delibereely aimed the
weapon at the lower part of the young
Mann body and pu'led the trigger.
B ing!
eeoklebery fell to the ground, writh-
ing in pain, with a big bullet hole
through his right lei.
The negro thrust the pistol into the
farmer's faee, and ut tering an oath ex-
claimed: "Gimme dat watch on yer,
or I'll blow yo' d-n brains out.''
There was no doubt about the earnest-
ness of the threats. The white man
handed his handsome gold time-piece to
She negro, who hastily etack it into his
pocket and began running down the
track.
A few minutes later, Tecklebery was
found by several men and was taken to
his home near the Carbondale mines.
He is said to be seriously wounded. It
is believed that the bone in the upper
part of his leg is broken, and that his
limb will have to be amputated.
Chasing The Negro.
As soon as the news of the daring
hold-up aid the dastardly shooting was
spread through the community, a posse.
composed mostly of miners, began a
search for the leghwaytuan. Telegraph
messages were seut to all the neighbor-
ing state II. up and down the road tell-
in a what had happened and asking that
the negro be arrested and Held.
Late that afternoon, the negro
was captured near Crofton by the Mar-
shal of that town. He was taken to the
lockup and put in a cell.,
Tale of Lynching.
A little later on in the afternoon the
posse of searcher' arrived Tie-lown.
When they learned that the negro Vitisi
under arrest, they &eked that he be
turned over to them. Th •ir reqneet was
refused. It is said that the men were
highly ircensed at the deed of the high-
wayman. and that threata of lynching
were heard on all sides.
Yastereay, a report Fuelled Hop-
ktusv iLls 114itt the negro bed been ly nob-
sg,
The Pll* J4 11111140411•4•11 leitiMuti-
all la CrOtItUR NJ mike toqetrita mord
IN Ike 'NNW, A mallow, 111410111411
thisithnhell that litere itiaa ehroirtelyws
tratti th• report No elated that Elva
wooer, Who had bowl :stymied for he.
too drunk, W.I. Iti the yell with the
highwaymen awl that sometime Wed,
night or earl yesterday, they forced
the lock from the dooe. Three of the
prisoners and the highwayman escaped
and are DOW at latire. Two others refus-
ed to accept the opportunity to slip out
and were in the coil wneu the keeper at
e- the loek up Went there yesterday morn-
• WIT
Chief ef Pol'ee Fritz is of the (spinier)
eh et el • - • it • ii.btrys itylliatite
J1 1,41 ..• '• :$• auewering to
II,,. . leieprioneci here NWSS
IT ort ni use Manager JaIlles
1; eie seetereley worning.The Liege° we"
Lew. in front of Dr. Young's residence
N orth Main Street and was walkine
to ward the Conrtbco•44. The following
is the negro.' dercription :
Aged 22 year'. brown skin, smooth
face. Wien last seen ne had on a light
colored overcoat, the tieing of which
was etaiutsti with box ear paint, and
wore tan shoes and e soft black hat. A
reward eel be paid fur the arrest of the
highwayman.
ol
Fine carving sets, fire sets, for holi-
day present, at Forbes & Bros.
w2t-deat
Good meals at the city restaurant for
26c. wit
How To Keep Well.
If the woman with a delicate throat
would eschew fur collars and warm
stocks, bathe her neck and chest in cold
water every morning, following this
heroic measure by friction with a crash
towel, and indulge in honey at all meals
except dinner she would not need cough
mixtures and iodine, mustard leaves
and cold compresses. Muffling the
throat in silk handkerchiefs and heavy
boas and collars is an excellent way to
make it sensitive. Breathing through
the mouth, sleeping in a close room and
getting the feet wet, any woman with a
tendency to throat trouble should gnarl
against. Excessive fatigue often brings
tonsilitis on children, and in cases
where colas are apt to settle in the
throes children should be encouraged
to eat honey on their bread instead of
butter, and to use It in prefereace to
sweetmeats, syrup, etc. Rice puddings,
in which honey hag bee substituted for
sugar, are delicious and wholesome.
FORD-OLAGGE yr.
- 
The chief society eeent of the season
in South Christian wee marriage of Mims
Laura Claggett, the charming daughter
of Mr. S. H. Clasrgett, a prominent plan-
ter, to Mr. Walter Ford, a popular and
progressive young citizen of the Trenton
vicinity. The happy event occurred
Wednesday afternoon and was witness-
ed by a large company of the friends
and admirers of the awing couple. The
officiating minister was the Rev. Gill, of
Elkton. The New Flta will be joined
by hundreds of the aequaintances of the
contracting persons in wishing them a
joyous jeurney all through life.
Big assortment of shot guns, bought
before the advance, at Forbes & Bros.
Good beds at the city restaurant for
15c. wit
ABussr Day.
--
Tueeday was probably the busiest
day ever experienced in the Sheriff', of-
fice. Over *12,000 in taxes were taken
In.
A nice display of eilver-plated spoons
at Forbes & Bros.
iI
s the toed pure,
wbeleisoui• sod delicious&
tAKINO
Tr!
area ___Peel.. we, me room
1
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FULL OF SNOW AND ICE
Wintry Blasts, Ending With
a White Christmas.
DECEMBER WEATHER.
Hard Storms Coming. Calling for Watchful-
ness in Interest of Man and Commerce.
PROGNOSTICATIONS OF A GRRAT PRO'HET
!
Prof. lel R. Hicks sends Out the fol-
lowing forecast for the codling mouth,
December. According to hie preee-tions
we are to have a hard winter and best
of all a white Christmas, 4th plenty of
ice and snow and wintry blasts. Prof.
Hicks says:
Bed B• ginnin4
The month begins with tile moon on
the celestial equator, and creguler Vul-
can sthrin period 'manlier its close.
Sten me of wind, rain and allow will be
in progress over much of the country on
the first and second with change of ris-
ing barometer,: Northwest winds amid
much colder weather following prompt-
ly from Western extremes. Between
the second and fifth, the progressise
high berometer and cold from North-
west wil make themsel+a feet over
moo parts of the country. i
A reactionary storm peribd is central
on the fifth and sixth, the )Ilars period
is central on the sixth, moon is at apogee
on the seventh, and at extreme North
declination and full on the eighth.
About the fifth, warmer weather and
falling barometer will egin to the
Westward, and from that date nutil
after full moon on the eighth, rising
temperature, falling barometer. The dis-
turbance about the sixth ter eighth, will
bring heavy winds and raid, with win-
ter lightning and thunder to the S with,
turning to snow and ending in a sharp
cold wave Northward. It Will be pru-
dent to anticipate all the cleld waves, in
greater or less severity, taxi Southward1
during this month. •,
Mean In Middle.
AS OUT BtOTITI diagram indicates, we
believe that about the 10thlto 15th will
bring general and very severe storms
We predict that a very low barometer
will appe4r about the 11th to 13th, and
that sweeping storms of , wind, rain,
sleet and snow will touch all sections in
their Eastward progress : during this
period. As the moon is very far North
the atmospheric tide may remain South-
erly and warm through mqet of the pe-
riod, but this condition will break down
before the moon reaches, the equator
and last quarter on the 16th, and a cold
wave of wide and dangerous character
is more than probable as the low baro-
meter moves off to the &inward. Heavy
sleet will endanger all interests easily
affected thereby during this period Mer-
cury is the sleet god, watch your wires
Dangerone blisearcis need ; not surprise
anyone, North and Wed,: during this
period. Dtiring the 16th to left tile
high barometer and cold Will react tutu
renewed storm 000441011SO With tins. t •
tied weather and Ilsuerst issodeney to
rain end roow. About ittlilt to rOth
look tor brief, sharp °heap to Itiolt Iw-
amoto WI Pallier I
Yrtitti ititi Slit In 'III fill a very
molted rottio whet It Will tit111.0 III
by ehangatO *14/11111P 1111d # et, low bit.
ottieter in the Weil, rod about W0,11108-
day list, to Saturday, Valli storms of
Patti, wain* to snow, ftillbeted by high
barometer and cold wars 7of the W.-oii
side, will pass Esstvrardly over almost
the entire country.
Winter Soistires.
This period is at center et winter 'mi-
nce, with moon at extreme Sorrell decli-
nation and pengree on the 22ric1 mid
new moon on the 23,1 Three (anteroo*uc
iiwe predict will culminate n nosey herd
winter proms, being den cone to ship
and shipping all over the ortn Atlan-
tic aud ealliug for watchfoinees in the
eitereet of lime, beast atid etnumerce
over most parts of the country.
On THE LOCAL BREAK?.
A Short Review of Last Week's Tobacco
Hark et.
Receipts last week were 140 hhdri; of-
ferings 419; rejections 169!; sales (publie
and private) 310. A large lot of leaf to-
bacco was !told privately re few clays ago,
estimated at over 300 hhde, which is not
included in our report. - The offerings
lass week were not so good as the pre-
vious week, and there was a large pro-
portion of lugs. The market was a little
more irregular and some easier on the
better grades of leaf. The prices were
hardly as strong, but the quality was
not as good. Country buyers are taking
their time and buying eloWly. The first
new hhd was offered and rejected at
$7.90. It was a snort leaf light colored
and thin, but rather gummy.
(notations: -"Trash Inge $2.750,3;
medium lags $3 75ie4.4.5; good lugs
$4 50(a 5; fine Inge $5.25ia 6 ; low leaf
$5 50(a 6.75 ; common lef ere: 8 ;A; me-
dium leaf Pee II. No be r offered.
•
A RATHER ROMANTIC AFFAIR.
Young Minister Cuts Out His sweet-
heart's Fiance.
- -list
A romantic story has j leaked out
concerning the marriage hf Rev. Robert
E. Lee Craig, formerly of Clarkeville
and Henderson, and welliknown in Hi.
city. and Miss Beatrice
Jackson, Miss.
For several years Mr. Oraig has been
pastor of the Episcopal !church in the
Mississippi capital, and simong his moat
charming parithoners wile Mime jd W ml
lie. Not long since the hitter's engage-
ment to a Memphis man was announced,
and all the arrangemdote had been
made to have the happy ievent solemniz-
ed on December 15. The Rev. Robert
E. Lee Craig was to officiate, of course.
Miss McWillie's tronsiteau was com-
pleted, her bridesmaids were selected,
and nothing remained te be done before
the happy day arrived. i But it seems
that Mr. Craig had for tome time har-
bored an effection for hinfairparishoner,
who, it eventually proved, NSW divided
in her affection between her Memphis
fiance and her reverend lover. The
latter had the advantage of being "on
the ground," so to /Teak, and he suc-
ceeded in persuading M4A8 McWillie to
become Mrs. Craig.
On last Thursday twh weeks ago the
event took place, amid lpareutal objec-
tions on the part of thh girl's family,
and Mr. Craig played the part original-
ly planned for him, for he married the
girl after all.
The happy couple ate now visiting
Mrs. Craig, of Hendertein, the groom's
mother.
,--•••••
Special orders filled al the city restau-
rant. Lo 'anon at L. &IN. depot. wit
THE LATIIAM TO CLOSE WAKED JUST IN TIME. TRIPS AROUND TOWN
The Magnificent H )stelry Slumbe? ing Citizen Aroused Items Picked Up at the News
Will tie C!osed Dec. I 8. By Smoke. Centers.
DIRECTORS' ACTION.
They Decidtd Upon Tnis Course at a Meeting
Held On Wednesday Afterroon.
SOUR:E OF DEEP REGRET TO EVERYBODY
'the directors of the Hopkinsville
Hotel Company held a meeting Wednes-
day for the purpose of discussing the
status of the company's affairs, and
everybody in Hopkiusville will regret to
learn that they decided hially that-
under existing circumstances-it would
be better to close the hotel, as it has
been operated at a loss to the company.
When a vote was taken On the matter,
a motion to close up the ht:s. • on the
18th of the present month carried. So
the maguificeut hotel will be shut up on
that day.
Source of Deep Regret.
This closing of Hotel Latham ianec-
essarily a source of deep regret, not only
to the company, but also to every friend
of the city of Hopkiusville, for, it adver-
tised the town and enterprise of its peo-
ple far and wide-being everywhere
mentioned whenever the subject of
hotels was under discussion.
The directors and stockholders of the
company anti some of the citizens of
HopkinsvilLe deserve great credit for the
hard fight they have made to keep the
hotel open. And esp‘cially does Mr.
John C. Latham deeerve credit for the
deep interest he has taken in the build-
ing of the hotel, and the t fforts he has
made to keep the establiehment open.
Since the company has been running
the hotel it has been nectseary to have
aid in order to keep the house open and
meet the difference between the receipts
and the expenses. The following
amounts have been paid ia mei used
for the purpone of keeping the hotel
going since it first opened, by the follow-
in persons:
John C. Latham, over  $5 500
Directors, over,  2,000
Citizens of Hopkimville, over  1,000
Which have amounted, in fact, to
gifts on the part of the people furnish-
ing the money. Mr. Latham has put in
the enterprise, altogether, over $60,000,
all of which he has done simply because
he felt a pride in his native town and
wanted tit see it have a hotel that would
reflect credit on it.
Will Surely Be Reopened.
After the hotel has been closed the peo-
ple will realize their loss more fully. We
omen at least be thankful Hotel :Latham
has been built anti is here, for It will
surely be reopened under some new og-
rengentillt in a few 111014110 anti start
out wider new megrim, end Neill a lette•
er toots of Prtillellrelloo ait4 he i gnaw
els' otleersio, for 0111 pity to Port/wily
large enough Ii 1114111114111 the ehtellitIMP.
It will be remembered that on Mon-
day, Noveuiber 1st, the hotel-In ac-
cordance elth a decree of court-was
sold by the Master Commiesioner. It
was appraised at $.71,000, but as the on-
ly bid was $10,000 the effect of this sale
is only tog veto the pureheser a lieu on
the property, as it did not bring two-
thirds of its appraieed sodden the hotel
company owning still the equity of re-
demption. It is probable (hit at the
February term of the Circuit Court Kane
further steps will be taken, it being
likely that the company will get a de-
cree of court for the sale of the equity
of redemption, and flea the property
will be put up and sold to persons who
will re-organize the company and have-
the hotel re-opened and run on a basis
that will be profitable to the owners and
to the business interests if our city.
see--
If you stay over at night in the city,
stop at the City Restaurant and get a
first-class bed for 15c. wit
Go to Housekeeping.
Mr. and Mrs. Mat L. Wilkerson went
to house-keeping thin week at the
Jack Metcalfe farm oh the Cox Mill
road. This is one of the best improved
of suburban homes. 'f he many Hop-
kinsville friends of the popular couple
will be pleased to learnt that they will
live so near town.
.
A full assortment of amith & Wesson
Revolvers at Forbes & p3ro's.
The largest line of Rogers anti Woe -
tenholem pocket cutlery in the State at
Forbes & Bros.
Col. H. W. J. Ham.
Col. H. W. J. Ham, of Georgia, will
lecture at Holland's Opera House Wed-
nesday night, Dec. 8, for the benefit of
the Library Association.
Personally, he it. one of the most gen-
ial and companionable of men. Social-
ly, and on the platform, he is always the
polished gentleman. A true humorist,
he never wounds to make merry, but
finds his fun in sunny places; his wit is
keen, but always clean, and without
sting; and nothing coarse ever finds
place in his soeial or public utterance.
Original, epigrammatic, and eloquent,
those who hear him once are always
teore anxious to hear hen the second
time.
Give the City Reetnnrant a trial and
e 11 ; el.' ta• a,1.1 , „Loots F. Rogers,
pstprootsr. wit
Goes to biashville.
Mr Joel Cohen went to Nashville
this week to live. He has acceeted a
position as salesman in a large clothing
house. He is regarded by his friends as
a very promising young man, and many
good wishes follow him to his new
owe.
New City Officials.
The probabilities are that the follow-
ing gentlemen will be elected to various
city offices on Monday next by the new
City Council:
F. W. Dabney, Mayor.
Backner Leavell, Judge.
J. T. Hanbery, Attorney.
Lucian C. Cravens, Tax Collector.
Lucian H. Davis. Clerk.
M. F. Crenshaw, Trt•asurer.
George Bradley, Arieestion
Joe K. Tyumen, Street Superinten-
dent.
A warded
Highest fionors--World's Fair,
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair.
• D
CREAM
BAKINGporomEt
A Pure drape Cream of Tartar Pcweer.
40 YEARS STANDARD.
FOUND HOUSE AFIRE, CRISP AND CORRECT.
The Breaking of a Grate Put a Clay Street What R -porters Saw aud Heard on the
DwOling In Flames. Rounds To Day
LOSS IS $3.003 WITH $800 INSURANCE.
While Mr. Jesse Peacher was peace-
fully slumbering Monday night, a grate
in an adjoining room broke half in two,
durripiug a marts of live coals on the
fixer.
Was There Alone.
Mr. Peacher, his mother and sister
live in the dwelling on the corner of
Clay and Sixteenth street, formerly oc-
cupied for several years by Rev. J. W.
Venable. Mon ley Mrs Pe. cher and
her (laughter went to Cedar Hill to visit
relatives Mr Peacher built up a big
tire in the grate in the sitting room that
night, and before he went to led in the.
next room, covered it with ashes to that
it woultekeep until morning. It kept
only too well. Shortly before three
o'clockTuesday morning, the young man
was awakeeed by a suspicious odor
tickling his nostrils. He leaped out of
bed and went to the door of the room in
which he had left the fire and threw it
open. A gust of mingled smoke and
flame liur-t upon him.
He Staggered Buck.
He staggered beck half stuffed, but
succeed in shutting the door before the
blaze could attach itself to any part of
the bed-room. Mr. Peacher hustled
into his clothes, sprang through a door
and ran down town. He and several
men who were at the Phoenix Hotel
tried to turn on an alarm from the box
at the corner of Ninth and Main streets,
but could not operate It. Finally, Mr.
Poacher went to the police station and
had the bell rung and the firemen sum-
moned. The building was too far gone
to attempt to save it when the depart-
ment arrived on the scene, but good
work was done in preventing the flames
from spreading.
The Loss.
Mr. Pear-her rescued from the flames
only a feather bed and a stove. All his
furniture was destroyed. The dwelling
belonged to Dr. 0 H. Tandy and was
valued at $1,800, with $800 insurance.
Mr. 1.);sacher's loss is about $1,200, with
no insurance. His policy expired late
month and he had neglected to renew
it.
MAD-STONE DID NOT STICK.
Ten-Year-Old Girl Attacked and Bitten
By a Dog.
Saturday at Morton's Gap, North of
this city on the L. & N., a vicious dog
attacked and bit Lizzie Mitchell, the
ten-years-old daughter of Mr. Thomas
Mitchell, a well-kuowu farmer.
The animal, which was supposed to be
rebel, Inflicted a wound in the left
olleek of the child, Nits was token to
ifeidierinii where a emadoierma" *pi
applied. Ii dot Not 1114, rod this Ii to
11011 me 041410010 that there woe tie vitirm
IN the wound,
_ma • arm
ANILLIAN? 1100111Y 111V1111T.
The Damien Marriage ef Dr. MaCnirm-
itch and Miss Tyler.
The approaching marriage of Dr. Ar-
thur McCormack, of Bowling Green, to
Miss Marie Tyler, of Hopkinevillenabout
the middle of December, will be a very
brilliant society event, says the Owens-
boro Messenger.
A recertion at Hotel Latham will fol-
low the wedding. Dr. McCormack is
the only SOU of Dr. J. N. MeCormack,
one of the beset-known physicians in the
State. Miss Tyler is one of Hopkins-
ville's loveliest and most charming
belles.
••• -.--.
"Box Supper."
A "brx tower" will he given at the
Chu,ch at Kelly's, Saturday night, Dec.
18th. Everyone is cordially invite Ito
be present and bring a well-filled box.
The entertainment is for the benefit of
the church.
$8 Per Bari. 1.
The State Board of Valuation has fix-
ed the taxable value on distilled spirits
in bond at $8 per buret, same as last
year, for Peel'. Notices to distillers are
already being sent out.
-••••-
A HEALTHY *OMAN.
A perfectly
beautiful wo-
men is a rnre
sight Such a
woman isal-
waes beautiful,
Health brings
clear complexion
clear eyes,
steady nerv e,
elastic step and
graceful move-
ments A healthy
woman is a woman with healthy mu-
eons membranees. The mucous mt•ru-
brances line the whole body, every (r-
ear' in the body. The slightest catarrh
af one of the menibranes produoes lan-
guor, sallow eke', listless eye and weak-
ening discharges. Mrs. Alvina Hanen-
krat, Ribb Falls, Wis., in a recent letter
to Dr. Hartman, says: "I was troubled
for ten years with chronic catarrh. I
used Pe-ru-na for about eight months
and I must say that I am perfectly cur-
ed of the aisease. It will be two year
neit Jvne since I was cured and I have
not been troubled with any of my old
symptoms."
Dr. Hartman's latest book on chronic
catarrh will be sent free to any address
for a short time by The Pe-ru-na Drug
Mfg Co., Columbus, O.
Ask your druggist for a free Pe-ru-na
Almanac for Pete.
Preparing Ground.
Farmers are very busy turning corn
and oats ground for the coming year.
Growing Scarce.
Eggs are growing a little scarce be-
cause of the cold weather and the mar-
ket is strong.
Gathering corn.
DON'T BE A SUcKER,
Mails Flooded With Green-
Goods Letters.
AFTER VICTIMS
Many HopkIr.svide and Christian County Citi-
zens Receive the Communications.
HAPPENINGS HERE AND ELSEWHERE. AN OLD S HEME BEING WORKED AGAIN.
"Queens of the Kitchen,"
-The Queens of Ithe Kitchen" will
meet with Mee. Phil Gaither Saturday '
afternoon at half past two.
Much Improved.
Peter Stevenson, of Bennettstown.
who I as been quite ill from typhoid '
fever, is much improved.
__see • -.is-
Circuit Court.
Lynn county Circuit Court convenes
at Eiblyville next Monday. Judge
13reutlet will be in attendance.
Mrs. Yancey Dead.
The estimable wife of Mr. Charles T.
Yancey, of this county, died Wed.
from cancer of the stomach. She WAR
fifty years old, and was loved and ad-
mired by a wide circle of friends.
Out of, Order.
My blood was out of order, sores broke
out alt over me and I suffered with sick
headaches. After taking a few bottles
of Hood's Sarsaparilla my face became
smooth and the sores disappeared. I
am al-o relieved of headaches and con-
sider myself well." 'Mrs. Mary Duncan,
Hickory Valley, Tenn.
- -
Hon i's Pills are the best family cath-
artic meld liver medicine. Gentle, relia-
ble, sure.
.1101. EH EN TS Or PEOPLE
Dr P 8 Anderson, of Cocky, was in
town Tuesday.
Mr. Mack Radford, of Lougview. wee
here Tuesday.
Mr Taylor Ashmore, of Crofton, was
in town Wednesday.
Mr. Robert Downer, of Fairview, was
ii the. city Tuesday morning.
Moe LivingstoneldeCartney has gone
to Chcago, to visit relatives.
Corn gathering is the order of the day
in the Pennyrile. The yield is better
than farmers thought.
Preparing Report,
Commisnioner of Agriculture Moore
and Clerk Faulkner have been working
industriously for two months editing
and preparing the matter for their re-
port to the Legielature. A new, revised
and complete history of each county
has been written by prominent citizens
of the county to be used in the report.
The report will also comprise a new
map of each county.
Mr and Mrs W. W. Eddins. of Fair
view, 'X ere in town shopping Tuesday
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Gainee,of New-
stead, were in the city Tuesday.
Miss Bernie Blythe. of this city, is
visiting her brother, Mr. Walter Blythe.
of Louisville.
Mrs. M. G. Rust went to Clinton,
Wednesday, to visa her daughter, Mrs
W. Ray Moss.
Mrs. J. E. Eggleton, Jr of this city,
Is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
0. Natoli, of Louisville
Mies Cora Watkins, of near liopi ins
villa, is visiting Miss Whittling
11111•- - MS04010110 /lath
Mille Annie lio•korr returned to hew
Prov blen•e, Wiotilboitoy, attar
It Vied to Mrs, Hotly Aliiiitempry,
MP (ten X tiary has returned front
4 Wef.141 11 business trip to Chicago. lie
reports several people on the streets and
a good bueinees.
Mrs. William Rowland and son, Ew-
ing, of Clarksville, who have been vied-
Mg relative' in South Christian, re-
turned home Monthly
Th• Biggerstsff Estate.
You can get a b Ater meal for 25c at
the City Restsureet than you can get
elsewhere for el.) and 50e. wit
e••••••reae "•••••••"
„ ••••-- la/
EDITOR J. B. WRIGHTDeath or Robert Logan.:Oh has entered the home of Mr.
aud Mrs. J. M. Logan and taken from
•
Own their beautiful little sort, • Robert.
CH 11 of hie death. All He t loviug PublIsher Gazette Restored to HealthThe dread dieelote. elypietherni, was the •
hearts could prompt, gentle lentils per-  
, form and medical skill seCOMplit,h was
: done for the little stiff nor but without
!avail, and at six o'clock this niorning
HERE.' his spirit returned to the life from
which it came. Little Robert was ever
r sunshine in the household, bright,
cheerful, at the age of five years seeing
good in all things and had entwined
about his heart the love of all who knew
him.
It is hard to see a young life 1:ke this
go out. It ever causes grief and sorrow
tug. which can only be lessened by the
assurance that ' God doeth all things
well." This, too, ite" hard to realize
when the heart is bowed down with
grief, but the promise given has ever
1,4.'11 the comforter of our sorrem 8. Mr.
and Mrs. Logan in their effiirtion have
the sympathy of a large circle of friends.
whose kindly spoken words teed offers
of assistance always go fee toward
lightening a burden which sit times
seems impneeede to bear. The fueeral
occurred at 3 .30 this afteruocia from the
residence, 1014 East Belknap street, and
was largely attendee-Fort Worth
(fez. Mail-Telegr.m.
Mrs. Logan was Miss Sophi !tossing-
ton, of Christian county.
zz4z?zzz-z.?•
eZ THEY ARE SWELL, •
•
trunks, etec- The careful buyer o ill do well to
nishing goods. gents furnishing goods, lace curtains, plain
The latest things out just received from New York. My fall
stewk of staple and fancy dry goodie trimuungie, ladies fur-
and sancy ribbons, gloves, corset.'. handkerchiefs. blankets,
The largest and best assorted line in the city and style and
prices can not be excelled.
M Harvey Breathitt this morning
(pie efied BP ndminietrator of the estate
of the late Felix Biggeritstr. The estate
is werth, it is supposed, beten-een $7,000
end $8,000.
••••
Contract Let.
The contract for the new addition to
the'Chrietian church wits le t to Forbes
& Bro., Wed, night, arid work was corn-
metieed yeeteolay morn. It will be com
pleted as soon as the we ether will per
m t. •
Cards Sent Out.
The following cards of invitation have,
been issued:
'Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Stowe request
your preeenee at the marriage of their
soter, Taylor E tweeds, to Samuel Fox
Holloway, Wednesday afternoon, De-
eeniber eighth, Psti7, at fonr o'clock, at
Concord Church, Julien, Ky."
The contracting persons are univer-
Rely popular and are prominent in the.
highest social circles of Southern K, ii-
tucky.
state Officers.
The State convention of the Baptist
Young People's Union, in session at
Versailles, elected the following officers
unanimously for the ensuing year: Prof.
Arthur Yeager, Georgetown, Prestident ;
Rev. E. V. Baldy, Bowling Green, and
Rev. John N. Prestridge, Louisville,
Vice Presidents, and Rev. John S. Sow-
ers, rayvvood, Secretary.
Car Loads of Stock.
The L. & N. is now hauling a large
number of stock from points along the
C & P. branch. Matt Major, of Herr-
don, recently shipped hour car loads, but
lost considerable money on the deal.
Yesterday J. F. Dixon, of Howell, ship-
ped a car load of hogs, and W. R.Smith,
of Newstead, shipped a lot, of porkers,
beth being coneigned to the Louisville
market.- Clarksville Chronicle.
It is said that scores ofehristian eoun-
ty farmers and dozens of Hopkineville
citizens have received decoy letters from
Eastern "green goods" nien cluri.ig the
last few days. Whether any local
•'suckers" have had their heads enuiped
is a matter of conjecture.
Ingeniously Worded.
The letters are worded very ingeni-
ously, and the sharpens would make
money if one in a thousand should catch
a victim.
A mecca eounterfeit newsparer (-lip-
ping is inclosed in etteh letter, ehovving
on one side a fac-simile headiest of some
paper which 11.14 apparently been clip-
ped from the paper, arid on the other
side showeig an alleged newsprieee ar-
ticle which states that several persons
accused of handling counterfeit money
had been tried and released, as no proof
could be brought against them t a war-
rant IL e011ViCtion.
The letter and instructions are as fol-
lows.
One of the Letters.
"Strictly Confidential Friend : I send
you the in confidence and would not
have done so if I did not thiuk you
could make money handling a class of
goods I deal in. and do it with absolute
safety to yourself. If I have made a
mistake, please destroy this letter, aud
think no more of it, but don't abuse the
confidence I place in you, as no iusult is
intended-it is the offer and chance of
your life to make money, and plenty of
it, by handliug my cease of goods, and
if you let it pass you will have no one to
blunts but yourself. These goods tome
in suet, of ones, fives and tens, aud can-
not be ex .elled, and are printed on ex-
actly time same paper as the Gove-nuieut
uses. This lois ber-t1 the greatest draw-
back for years with nie-to secure silk-
fibre paper-by I am 11.-aced now to he-
able to tell my customers that 1 have at
last seceeeded.. These are not counter-
feit*, ae you might supper..., but just on-
ly what the Government calla them-
'duplicate balite-and, as the Govern-
ment claims, the most dangerous that
have ever come out, and impossible of
detection, even by the best Government
expert, and then only when they arrive
at the Treasury at '1% ashington, which
is not in years and after passing through
Pal nIally hands that it IP IfIlp0881ble to
trace them. Now, as this is a secret
blIttillt es I have some rules for you to
follow, and by so doing we will be able
to deal.
"Never write a letter to the inclosed
address, for I will not receive it, Mid if
you do it will go to the Dead Letter Of
flee mid there be opened aud read, and
might cause trouble, and trouble is not
what we Watil.
'Itielintiel its ibis letter is a oopy of a
telegram which mart lie ream *pet ga 11
roods,' tir Will lint ha able to tell who
it comes froth, and till the raeolpt of it,
I will Pend you a 'ininislei of my ormi.
mid 111141 pfleellst MO full pattiteilare
Semi your telegram. titer the Western'
Union hope. Your telegram may be
Plent from any town, 1SP long AA it is
worded and numbered as the inclosed
slip, lie sure and signed the initials of
your:flame to the telegram. All letters
from me will be Fent to the seine ad•
dress as this one, except you notify LUE.
differently.
-This is the copy of telegram you are
to seed': 'U. R. Gill:nee. Allentown, Pa
Mr.13rice lives at 180, s one etreet.' Send
the above telegram just as it roots or I
will not know who it is frcin. Sign our
initial or your full name to telegram
Should you not receive an anewer fr, in
me, a reasonable dine. with my price
hot of goods amid .anipl-,telegraph ai,ain
U413 Weetern Union companyie line
only. All telegrams must be prepaid to
insure delivery.
Danger
in Delay
It is one of the absolute impossi-
bilities of the world to cure the roots
by lopping off the leaves. Those
who treat Catarrh w-ith sprays,
washes and inhaling mixtures,
should know that these remedies
reach only the surface, and can
never cure them. Catarrh invariably
leads to Consumption. and to delay
the proper treatment i5 to invite this
dreaded disease.
Catarrh
comes from diseased blood. Sprays
and mashes won't cure it, because
they do not reach the roots of the
trouble. There is no use experi-
menting with the abominable dis-
ease called Catarrh. There is no
use losing time.
If you want to get well again,
take Swift's Specific(S.S. S.) right
away. It goes down to the bottom-
down to the roots-down to the foun-
dation of all blood disorders, com-
pletely curing Catarrh, Cancer,
Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison,
Rheumatism and Eczema.
Send for full particulars about the cur-
ing of all Blood
troubles to the
SWIFT SPFCIFIC
CO., Atlanta, Ga.
Those Beautiful Novelty Drus Fatterns,
EXAMINE THIS ELEGANT STOCK.
. Saciceta an.d. Capes .
Carpets, Rugs and Oilcloths
In endless varieties and patterns from the cheapest to the
finest Moquett.
SHOES! SHOE!! SHOES'!!
wholesale cost. Now is your time to buy cheap shoes. Visit
my store before. purchasing and you will surely be convinced
My entire line of shoes will be closed out regardless of first
this ad is true.
Tee 7oxl_es.
ZZ&r WZaZZZ
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JUDGE NATHAN GOFF.
(SPECIAL TO NeW Ittt
New York, D,c. 2.-1:Mt-Ad States
Judge Nathan Goff, of West Virginia,
can succeed Mr. McKenna as Attorney
General in President McK;riley's Cabi-
net if he wishes to do so, says the Wash-
ington correspondent of the Herald.
When the President was organizing his
Cabinet he offered Judge (Jeff the At-
torney Generalship, but the Judge de-
clined it, preferring to remain on the
bench.
Now that Attorney-General McKenna
is to be treneferred to the Soprrnie
bench to succeed Just ice Field the Free-
'cleat will again give Judge Goff an
opportunity to enter the Cabinet, and
with this end in view he has authorized
Senator Elkins, of West Virginia, to as-
certain whether the judge is ould favora-
bly consider a tender of the plac.e.
Cadiz.
The report comes from the Caledonia
oristhborhood, Trigg county, that the
hoge in that section are dying in large
um -era from a peculiar disease'.
No Gun is Fired
in hattle in tiee rug te the Red
Cross Society. All ever the world
it means mercy and help. So, in a
lesser degree, does the lad Crosson
Johnson's Belladonna Ile-tor. And
it also riPUlls th.t tl..S luster-
used and endersed by the Seel .ty-
is sgperior to all others. Try it
fer every ailment iii which plasters
are employed.
eons:son & JOHNSON.
itianufact.mag CheuLsts, New York,
Paine's Celery Compound.
The H verhill Gazette, now in the
front mami of newspapers, stands for
the journhlistic ability of one man.
John B Wright impressed his strong
pereonahiy on the paper from the day
that he s wed control.
His acct rate sense of news and steadyi
juegmen of men and events has built
ur the Herverhill Gazette to its present
ne wspaper leadership of northern Mas-
sachusett4.
Editor Wright's long and brilliant
work on he Boston Herald, as chief of
departme it of -special writers," has all
been lull' ed in the building up of this
successful newspaper. It will surprise
no one th t getting out a big newspaper,
like the qazette. morning after morn-
iiiir, and 1 year after year, in the heat
rind smoWe of fierce political conflicts,
shouldgtralii. ehtail great mental and physical
Incess t work told on Editor Wright:
but lace Ise he made use at once of
Paine's elery compound, he is to-day
fully restpred to his old time forceful,
vigerous habit of mind and body. He
says of t is great remedy:
averhill, Maas., Oct. 8, '97.
Gentlehien :-It is with great pleas-
ure that I bear testimony to the benefi-
cial recut which almost invariably fol-
low the ue of that king of all reme-
dies-Pai e's celery compound. As a
tonic, fr from deleterious material,
it has, to y way of thinking, no equal.
ill
This re edy is a positive boon to all
nerve-wrecked men of business. I un-
hesitatingly commend it to all persons
who are, he I was, thoroughly worn out.
Very truly yours,
JOHN B. WRIGHT.
 4
by
Paine's celery compound creates a
wholesome demand for food, and cures
a disordered stomach and co-live
bowels.
For all ailments and weaknesses that
have grown out of defects of nutrition,
such as nervousness, lose of strength
thin and pale blood, 108f of weight and
lowness of spirits, Paine's celery com-
pound Is the the legitimate and logical
cure. It overcomes lose of nervous
power and lessened power to digest
food, by generously feeding the nerves
and regulating their action. It tan-
ishes that continual tired feeling by
cleansing the blood of clogging impuri-
ties, and by stirring the kidneys and
other purifying organs to healthful ac-
tivity.
Paine's celery compound has cured
many and many cases of dyspepsia.
sleeplessness, disordered liver and stom-
ach trouble that had puzzled physicians,
and the outcome of which seemed hope.
less,
Many obstinately dyspeptic persons
have gotten rid of every claire-pang
symptom by its invigorating help. (,rave
general defects of nutrition that have
shown themselves in a wasted condition,
weakness and loss of strength hate. reak
peatedly yielded to this remarkable rem-
edy.
The worn face, that attests lose of
sleep, soon loses its haggard appearance
as the nervous system gets nourished by
Paine's celery compound; the aceumn-
lation of aches and pains vanish, the
blood grows ruddy and abundant, and
the mind shares in the well being felt
all over the body Paine's celery com-
pound should be taken by every person
"run down" or nervous
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I Ladies ExitensionSole Shoes for
1 THESE 5110E ARE MADE OF FINE KID
-IN LACE AND BUTTON-CLOTH
TOPS AND KIS) TOPS. ORIGINAL PRICES
ON THESE 5 110 ES WERE
$3, $ •50 And $4.
These Shoes re all Pointed Toes
iknd on this account we have
educed the price as above.
QUallity Limited.
la H. Anderson &Co.
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7 I Kt3•e, COLD WINT R IS APPROACHING
ll ** it.nd ou Wi q./
* *q./ Need n Overcoat. *io *
Tfre ha rethe best selee ton ever brought to this town. Long ulster., ql
*for men who ride. .,Ifediut
Short Nobb,
q*/
for you and good business for as.
1, weights in all colors.
Coats for Young Men
e sell the best read y-t -wear clothing at lower prices than inferior
WI goods can be boaght for els where. We are just as particular about thek.h., fit as you are. You speak of oar clothing and we get the benefit. it
W is pertect satisfaction in,
4./@ I QUAL TY, PRICE
® • A NI STYLE
liammth Clot mg Shoo Cmpany.
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- 10 rounesin. e. tee earn
tremble awl the arch( s of the hEsp•ens
resound. Let there platforms' let
there le great (evasions, let th
REV. OR TALMAGE AND THE RE- undencluinatienal printing press( to
LiGI0e8 NEWSPAPERS' MISSION. thunder tenth the unity ed all Chriten-
dom. One Lord. tine faith. lee p-
610 "Flytne Lou- Zoehartah taw and the %DOLL °Do GI (I aud Farber. One •lesus
. Modern flytagg Molls" Journals That Christ. t ere ,s.s. One heaven.
1 Ilrop Etonodfretiono Epos tilos Natlots ths- ' Liberty Against All tIppression.
aonitnotimoal Dtiforooma. I Se also there is room for u religious
as
per-
hat.
hip
goy-
lilist
viei
mi„„yea and look,ed, and behold a dy. as tigiillint al nionare eat aut mity
ing roll" (Zechariah v. le which it has thrown off. Civil liblety.
ha a dream the prophet sew some- Pulite-al liberty. Religious liberte.
ro/led up advancing through the The nligious journal , se hiestesev
heavies. It contained a divine message. entb auuiversary I preach hae Mei 
for
I aoosed argil , It b. d its owner and publisher one who ip 
his
much to do with the deetiny of nations. ancestry experienced just the oppesite.
But if you will leek up you will ist-e Ilia father, an 
exile from his tire
many flying rolls. They come with land became. of his opinions, his mp-
greet L stage erty c
entheated, his life Wipe led,
1 1 A ri • .1 be •f
,
-es .P.en. 
eeneenseelasseeseene
•
THE 'ittEG ROLL."
jouenal that stands for Meet
teoperesee lase by American Pros' Asso_
elation. ii,italtist all oppremien. No untie
Wesneeerrost, Nov. 2S.-In a preve I political er eecheiustic, must be
ous discooree Dr. Talmage, having netted to make us believe this er
shown the opportunities of the secular Liberty ef the Arnie-mien to 
wo
press, in this dierourioe' speaks of the GM independent of the Turkish
Iniammu of religious newspapere. His en-uncut. Liberty of 
Cuba as ag
text is. "Then I turned and lifted up Sintinisb doinivation. Liberty of II
urn tv on nie (an sot re t ev-
the earth. The flying rolls of this cen-
erytIfing that foreign oppreesion tould day, when by cablegr
am we rieem to get
teary are the newspapers. They carry i rub him of. Naturally his sou kpows from Europe news five 
hours before it
theasagee human and divine. They will
right well how to appreciate litlerty. starts, we. do not want in 
our religious
theeits the destiny of the hememheres.
The most of us are descended from columns information 
scissored out of au
There are the United States about
20, ow newspaper, The religions news- i theme who imperiled all to gain their 
old newspaper or information sent by
natural and religions rights. Lei the means of a letter w
hich comes to us
leper of which I am the editor was
born 19 years ago, but born again 7 type and the printing 
'weans and the through the dead letter posto
ffice be-
editorial chairs be overthrust!' sehich cause it was 
'Misdirected, nor do we
items ago. In this brief time it has dare to surreudt•r to a.uy attempt 4gain want it to take the pace of religiousgreens to about:40,00e circulation,
and. ey the ord rule of cakulatiug to put ou the thackles. 
The move tient journalism as it was in 1815, when Na-
iler started for the demolition of ah the thauiel 
Wilson started his religiens pa-
the readers of a paper, it has about itch. per called The Recorder, or when The
I eee0.000 readers. Our country was tyrannies 
of church and state.
Watchman was boru in 1819, or when
blersed with many religious journals, gimlet newspapers must 'stand shobleler The Christian Register made its tine
*retest by consecrated mete while their to shoulder tu tbis 
mighty niareh for
appearance iu le21. The canalbeat
God and the world's rescue.
contributors we're the &bleat and beet of • drliwn by mules on a towpath did well
all professious and cccupations. Some
a them journals for half a century bad
been ..irripping their benedictions upon
the nation, and they live on and will
continue to live on until there will be
meee use for tleir mission, the world
itself having become a flying roll on
the tempests of the last day, going out
of eximenoe. There sill be no more
sae for rich agencies *hen the world
mama, because in the spiritual state we
shall have such velocity that we can
either for ourselves all the news of
heaven, ce, seeing some world in con-
flagration, may go ourselves in an in-
stant to examine personallf the scene
of disaster.
t 1 Regiments Is Om Amay.
Was there room for another religions
journal in this land. already favored
with the highest etyle religious Jour-
naliem? Oh, yea, if undenominational,
plenty of room! Nothing can ever take
the place of the denominational newspa-
per. When the millennium comes in, it
will end as many denominations as there
are now. People according to their
temperaments will always prefer this
or that form of cburch government, this
or that styleaof worship. Yon might
as well eel( us all to live in one
house as to ask us all to worship es one
denomination or to abolish the regi-
meuts of an army in order to make them
one great host.
Each denomination must have its own
journal, set apart especially to present
the charities, explain the work and for-
ward the interests of that particular
sect_ The death of one denominational
journal is a ca/amity to all the other de-
nom wedeln& I would almost feel that a
great misfortune had happened me if
The Christian Intelligenoer of the Re-
teased church (my mother church) did
not come to my lionise every week, for I
was brought up on it, and it has become
a household necessity. Such a denomi-
national eonrnal had better be edited by
seme cola who, rocked in the cradle of
that church and ordained at her altars,
having become venerable in her service,
ana spectacled and wise and with heart
full of altered memories addressee the
liviag of today. In the most saered crypt
of our memory stands the statue of the
relionons editors Abel Stevens and
Joshua Leavitt. and the royal family of
the Primes-lrenseus and Eneebius-
while others linger on the banks of the
Jordan, where they will not have long
to wait for Elijah's chariot, and when
they go up, if we Mill be sitting at our
editorial desks, we will cry out in the
memorable words, "My father, my fa-
ther, tee chariot of Israel and the horse-
men thereof!"
But, then, there are great movements
in which all denominations wish to join,
and we want more undeuominational
pewees' per* to marshal and advance and
inspire such movements. Yet such jour-
nals have a difficult task, tecause all
Christian men, if they have behaved
well in their denominations, for some
rearm preferred the one a their natural
and /spirituel nativitY, and even looking
off upon-the general field and attempt•
ing wider work will be apt to look at
things through denominational prefer-
ence end to treat them with a denone
inational twist.
In the issuing of the religious jour-
nal whose seventh =Dive:vary I preach
%het eifficulty has been met and over-
mane byethe face that its publisher is a
Methodist, and in its editorbil rooms
there are • Presbyterian, an Episoopse
hen and a Congregationaliet, and a line
of 'denominational prejudice in editorial
or reportorial column would run against
immediate protest. Against John Wes-
ley's free grace or Calvin's eternal de-
crees or Biabop McIlvaine's canonicals
or Dr. D.ow ling's Baptestery from year's
end to year's end no a word is written
or ;rioted. Ob al1 these 'objects we
have convictiona, trateandenominational
enrualism is not CH% place to state
them. He who tells all he knows and
expresses all he thinks on all occasions
and in all places without reference to
the proprieties is a boor or a crank
and of no practical service either to
oeurch or state.
Comploto Catty.
Thedenominaticoal journalism is ab-
solutely neoeesary to demonstrate the
unity of the Christian world. Wide
and desperate attempt is madlii to show
that lice religion of Jeans Christ is only
a battleground of sects, and the cry
haa been: -If you want thi to accept
your religion, agree, gentlemen, as to
what the Christian religion really is.
This denomination says a few drops of
water dripping fT011.1 the end of the En-
gel.' is baptism, and another demands
the submergence af the entire body.
This one prays with book, and that one
makes extemporaneens atteranre. The
rectOr of one delivers his sermon in a
gown, while the backwcode preacher
of another sect addresses tbe people in
his shirt sleeves. Some of your denomi-
•
mations bave the majestic dominant in
the service and others epontaneity.
hove of you think that from all teeth'.
ty some were predestivated to be saved,
and that from all eternity others were
doomed." Now. it is the business of
ming afete's Christian associatious Juni
tract societies and Senday +wheel uniens
• and pronounced und&caninational jour•
sale to show the falsity of the (-barge
Shelve are fighting among oerselves by
gathering all Christian denonduations
ea one platform OT launching the unit-
ed sentiment of all Christendom from
one style of religious printing prem.
Unity! Complete unity! l'iever was
any other army on earth so thoroughly
united under one fiag and inspired by
one sentiment and led by one oneeinand-
er as is the church militant. Christ
commands all the troops of all denomi-
nations of Christians, and they are go-
ing to shout together in the final vic-
tory when tbe whole world is redeemed.
But we have in all our denominations
got tired of trying to make other people
think as we do on all points. The here-
sy hunters in all denominate-as are
nearly all dead, thank God, and we are
learning that when 'men get wrong in
their faith instead of martyrizingehem
by arraignment we do better to wait fee
the natural roll of years to remove
them. Men die, but the truth lives en.
We may not all agree as to the number
of teeth in thO jawbone with which
Samsun slew tbe Pbilistinee, or agree
aa to whet Mill the exact color of the
foxes which be set on fire to bnrn up
the corn shocks, but csi the vitals of re-
ligion we all agree.
If we eould• call into one great con-
vention the 845,5413 Episcopalians, the
I, 420, 905 Lutherans, the I, 460, 346
Presbyterians, the 4,158,857 Baptists,
the 5,4158,389 Methodists, putting unto
them the following questions, we would
gat -unanimous answer in the affirma-
tive: Do you believe in a God, good,
holy', jnakatomnipotentt Do you believe
in Jesus Christ as a Saviour? De you
believe in the convicting, converteig
anti sanottfying power id the Hely
Ghost/ Do you befiloen that the motel
to geing to nonquer all nations, If you
should pot thous' questions to tbose armee I -
bled millirem' INA millions, while tht-th
would not be a military negative, there
teRlail be an are. are. aye! loud enough
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Again on this seventh anniverettry I
nay there ifroom for a n•ligious Paper
charged with old faehioned evangelism.
Other styks of religious newspaper
may do for advertising purpeses, t.)T for
the presentation of able essays on Clab-
orate themes, but if this world ie ever
brought to God it will be through un-
qualified, unadulterated, unmixece un-
mistakable evangeliem. It was astdund-
ing that the Lord Almighty should
have gene into great bereavements,: sub-
mitring to the loss of his only eone that
Son stepping off the doorsill of heaven
into a darkness and an aleretn thdt no
plummet has ever yet been able to fath-
om, and through that fuuerul of tbe
heavens life is offered to our weerlt4 but
how to get the tidings to all ptiople,
and in such an attractive way thatehey
will take hold of them is the absotbing
question. The human voice can travel
only a few fet t away, and the World
wants something further and wider
reaching, aud that is the neweespt r
press, and as the secular press inust
necessarily give itself chiefly to sehnlar
affairs let the religious newspaper give
itself to the prermt and everhistiug sal-
vation of all who can read, or. if not
able to read, have ears to hear (ithere
read. If there be an opportunity hitcher,
deeper. grander, than that oifertel te
newspaper evangelism, name it.! and
guide us to it, that we may lien Eta al-
tars, its pillars, its domes, its iufinetude
The Tender Christian Heart. :
Again, on this seventh anniversdry cf
The Christian Herald I notice there Is
room for a religious paper thurotighly
humanitarian. The siniple feet Is the
majority of the human race haee not
eneugh to eat or wear. rho*, ma-
jority of the human race are in erou-
ble. How to multiply loaves of hread
and increase the fuel and beall the
wounds and shelter the homehese are
questions that Chriet met eqnally as
soon as be did *spiritual necessities The
first heart to respond to the cry of suf-
ferers from drought or flood or &rib-
quake or cruelty should be the Christian
heart. Therefore let the pages Gel reli-
gious journalism spread out the story of
all such woes and collect relief an
levee alms all around our su
world. Religions journaliens ou
Christian charities of the world a cold
become the aqueduct through whir the
pour until there is no more hunger to
be fed trod uo more ignorance to be edu-
cated and no more nakedness to be
clothed and no more suffering Ito as-
image. In trying to do that prahtical
thing the religious paper whoseianni-
versary I celebrate has during thee pest
seven years raised and distributed over
$400,000 for the relief of physical dis-
tresses. .
Again, on this Deventh anniverstee
a religious publication I notice; cons
there is an especial IiiiiiiiOn for 4 reli-
gious jourual truthfully optimist eti The
most optimistic book I know of las the
Bible, and ite most impreesivo atethors
were all optimists-David au optimist,
Paul an optimist, Mt. John an optlmist,
pue leveed Leerl an eminent. I *inapt
vox upon a dettert but I am by tee old
book reminded that it will "bitumen
like as the roes." I cannot in a tininag.
ere, look upon a lion and a impart! but
I am reminded that "a little chile , shall)
lead them." I cannot see a oollect ou of
gems in a jeweler's window W tbout
thinking of heaven &flash and ablate and
incareadined and empurpled wife" all
manner of precious stones. I cannot hear
a trumpet but I think of that one Which
shall wake the dead. All the ages of
time, bounded on one side by theepara-
dise in which Adam and Eve Walked
and on the otber side by the paradise
which St. John saw iu apocalyptic
vision.
The Scriptures optimistic and their
authors optimietic, all religiouspews-
papers ought to be optimistic. Net on-
ly should all miuisters and all rel gious
editors have their boast right, bu their
liver right. The world has enough trou-
ble of its own without one giving! them
an extra dose in the shape of relegion.
This world is going to be saved, end if
you do not believe it you are an ififidel.
None of ne wants to get on beekird a
train which instend of reaching the de-
bank-
inml
umal
pea is surely geeing down the errl
meut. All aboard for the mille
For the most part in a religions j
let the editorials be cheerful Mut the
pictures eheerful. 111 in one (+Imam
there be a ghastly woodcut of the fam-
ine etre: en in India. in the neat col-
1
e
nth ha e a list of contributions
Ariation of the suffering er pic
ship carrying breadstuffs. If
column there 1.13 the death
minister of the geenel whom we
pare, in the next put the nunie
young Elisha who can wear the elands)
of Elijah.
Mom and Uwe Suashine.
If some evil cf societi is dt pi
one column, iu the next show t
pel machinery that is to drive i
into the pertliticu from which it
ed. More sod more sunehine le
be in religious journrilieni. 'Pu
it more siermons en texts like "0
thanks unto the Lard, for he is
and fewer en te its like.. "Out
eepths of hell have !ere d unto
Lent." If any ene has anything
to say, let 1:Int fey it to Lin:pelf.
meet wine it, le t Lim ten seed i to ed-
it( riel ree IX', lilt 1.tit it iu the ige CL-
h6e t f Li.4 chit ak fer his her s and
wedges, to reed it further I prob-
atly %Ley can stand it le itcr th we.
I once gave $7 to bear Jenny Line sing.
I lever e ill give a cent to hear ei man
gre an. Up w ith the blinds midi throw
Lack the Hinters and let tbe neerning
light cc ne) iu. '1 here is not SO intich re-
ligien in the den.pfie es of a cell
the t nath ef nu crehard i
sem we tie Whet a victory Dav
over himmlf u he closed the
with six' clovers of "I ratite
Lord," suite; it over end ever
until, in ittl. :hcr Leek. it won
Lies-
d got
u the
again,
I have
become mereeenens. If in our iaries
and our family ie. leis and( or ref
newcomers we model site!. tue
catalogues, the one a coal' gut- el
them raid the c Leer a catabegue eel
blest, the form. r result' be live
larger than the later.
Pray for the rtlipie:us newspa •rs oftib
America, ly cause of the fact at, if
they have the right spirit, each(' t, does
as much geed as 5 or es0 or 100 clutrchen
neck-
pared
0,000
that the religions journal adr eseesS
Such journals are pulpits that preath
day and night. They rest e telly those
who, through invilliditin or throngh
difference, never fluter churches. They
reach people in their geietude when
their att. ntit n is not diorite
rhumb, by the tine millinery t
Peals to the eye or the rust le r,f
that attracts the ear. It will al
our duty awl our privilege lint
male. the aeiembileg of (cure 1
ether, but I Le neve the ceneopeitte .1
priutliet preset Is the• chit f age ii. 1 under
God to igtvo the pewee
Peas Dipped lu 1 itelul.
Pray 01 til for the religious hoW epeesit
of neeetTlexe Orel they rusty res et the
as in
t
ay▪ s
o for-
to•
41.
temptation to become acerb, narsu atm
eliminatory ( f thoee who think different•
ly filen themselves. In all denomina-
tions there are disappointed people who
put mean things ia religious newspapers
abeeut ministers and other preunneut
Christian workers. Unsucceseful men
anel women never like succeesful men
and women. There are editors aud re-
purees wee, instead of writing with
iuk. dip their pens in oil ef vitriol or
lerupblack. When a religious newspaper
doee lie, it Isets all secular journalism
in contemptibility. As Adam Clarke,
the commentator, aaid, "Some people
rye the Lord as though the devil were
iu them." That only is a helpful news-
paper which, as we fold it up after read-
ing, leaves us in a nmod to eray fee all
men and in a spirit that wishes prosper-
ity for all Christian workers, whether
thee work our way or souse other way.
and We Ie. 1 as theugn tne angel, flying
through the midst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to preach, had
with the nappies; of his wing stirred
the air on our cheek aud forehead.
Pray also for religious journalism.
that it may be alert-not abreast of the
times, but ahead of time times. In this
in its time, but now we puler the ves-
tibuled Ihniteel express. Becaume a
thing is pious it need not therefore be
dull. The printing press may beat the
Argus of mythology, for that fabulous
being had only 100 eyes, while the
newspaper has 1,000 eyes and 1,000
ears and 1,000 arms. The secular news-
paper gives tbe secular news aud does
not pretend to give itereligious mean-
ing. The religions press ought to put
all the events of the day in companies,
regiments and brigades and show us iu
what direction that divinely disciplined
host is marching and let us know nshat
victories for Clod and righteonmess they
will win. The Cbristianirei priuting
press is to do in our time on a large
scale what the battering ram did in old-
en time ou a smaller scale.. That old
war machine was a stout timber, hung
by chains to a beam supported by poets,
and ninny men would lay hold of the
stout timber and swing it backward and
forward until, getting under full mo-
mentum, it would strike Mei awful
den:olition the wall besieged. God grant
that all of us who have auything to do
with the mighty battering ram of our
century, the printiug prelim, may be
clothed of God with especial strength
and oneness of purpose and that, having
pulled it back fur one mighty assault,
we may altogether rush it forward,
crushing into everlasting ruin tbe last
wall of opposition and the last fortreee
of iniquity !
The Inkhorn at Judgment.
And IlOW let all of us who are con-
nected with either secular or religions
journalism remember that we will he
called into final account for every word
we write in editorial or reportorial or
contributors' column-for every type
we set, for every press we move, and
for the style of eecular or religious
newspaper we patronize or encourage.
In Ezekielei prophecy the angel of tied,
supposed to be Christ, appears with an
inkhorn hung at his side RS an attor-
ney's clerk in olden time had an ink-
horn at his side. And I have no doubt
the inkhorn will have an important
part iu the day of judgment-those who
have used it well to receive eternal
plaudit and those who have misused it
to re ceive condemnation.
Piled up in all the world's printing
offices, secular and religions, are the
publications of past years, bound up
year by year, and in those offices they
can tell just what they printed any
day for the last 1.0 years, and in the
great day of judgment all that we hav
ever written or printed will be reveal( ,
from the mighty volumes of eternity.
All those who have ruthleesly pried in-
-,, tee secret of unhappy domestic life
.' 1 homes, come to judg-
mieo. those who have by the pen
assassinated character, come to judg-
ment. All those who have had anything
to do with salacious and di , -Lived liter-
ature, come to judgment. All those
who have produced pictures adminis-
Otitis.° of vice, come to judemeut. No
tale will then dare say, "I knew it was
uot true, and I tally intended it for a
jekte," or, "I had to melte toy living,
and the por.r that I worked fur paid
1210 111 proportiou to the startling nature
of the stuff I pretext (I, ur, "1 cerreet•
ed the fuleehood it* the next beam," ur,
"I felt nay power in the editorial chair,
having opportunity to address such mul-
titudes week by week, and I wanted to
keep the church and the world in awe
of me." On that great day of judgment
all the power we have had on earth
will be insignificant compared with the
power that will pronounce our rapture
odr doom, and that which might
have been considered a jeke in the
"composing room," because it humil-
iated au enemy, will be no joke at all
amid the wreck of mountains and seas,
ard the inkhorn will there tell of all
we wrote anonymouely and under the
impersonality of a uewspaper, &swell as
that which was mined with our owu
mune. But what a bantiftil day for a
Frances Havcrgal, when she gets re-
warded for all the kind things she ever
wrote with the tonne of her invalidism':
or when the authors and authormees of
all lauds and ages are told bow many
came to heaven through their instru-
mentalities, and for all those who tute
the influence of the press to cornea the
errors and extirpate the wrongs and
break the serfdom of mankind!
Letter of Kindness.
Then the inkboru by the side of the
angel of the new covenant will speak
out and tell of what it had to do with
all letters of kinduess written, with all
emancipation prochunations, with all ed•
itorial and rot:enure:1 (elegies of the
gcod. uith all the message s ot elle-antes
to a lost world Deter in that day will
it bt. to hale t up the type for one
ef Christian enreuraittnient or writ-
ten cot. uriesnaph ef useful sentiment
er d ere. 'age et helpful truth
iu aye written 'eels ns Lig as
, 'thecae; tee hirer) volumes concerning
-1 he De (line and Fall ef the Re lean
Enetire" if Hese volumes put Christ jun-
d.ty at a Deaden tege, or air brilliant us
Veneer. 'a "Isineen.rres Leeen elan- if
they ine eh:seri injuriens theerie s, or us
rhet both. am Lyrries "De n Juan" if it
sacrificed the decencies. On that day
the flying roll which Zechariah of tbe
text saw thoneands of years ago and the
rolls which we see flying over all our
towus and cities and flying from the
swiftest printing presses that were ever
invented will be. found to contain 'nee
sages divine or satanic. Not only the
inkhorn which Ezekiel paw, but all the
inkhorns, will come to judgment. "And
I saw the dead, small and great, stand
Lefure God, and the books were opened."
•
PLANTERS
FEMALE....
/REGULATOR
For all elt4eries peculiar to woman and
girls. It Tones up the Nerves. Improves
the Appptite, Enriches the Blood. and gives
Lifejlealth and iitength.
Queen of Tonics.
flAKES Ttte COMPLEXION CLEAR.
a bottle Of "Monthly" Hein.
Int Ina PIlls is It eneh bottle.
For salo by all dealers or sent direct
upon receipt of price by
NEW SPENCER MED. CO., Clutitasoms, Tam
FREE!
LADIES' SPECIAL TREATMENT: In
ett3es requiring special treatment, ad •
dress, giving symptoms. Ladles' Medw.•1
Depertmest. Advice and tior,k on remain
I•isens...1 With testimonials free.
For Sale and Recommended by
It. C. HARDWICK.
Heater Wood. HunIer,Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Offloe in Hopper Block, up stairs ove
Planters Bank
HOPKI248VILLIC, •
" et,
• KENTUCKY,
$0004- 440iiimiowg,7 ___,,,.„..4004Appolfgooviosek
KNOCKED OUT AT LAST.
-4`111;
The enemy
coming: To the fort
for your lives!"
When a wise man re-
crives a plain warning
of danger, he does not
wait to let it overtake
;him: he seeks every
reasonable means to
fight it off
Dkeese would almost nev-
er get the hest of the average
man if he s'as prerared to
n. sin it. and took the natu-
ral precaution' dictated ty common sense.
When a man's atom, and liver IV t p-
lant and fail to do their n gillar work, he can
be certain that something worse is bound to
follow. if he tioe.n•t toots out for himself.
Headaches, indigestion, hilimemess and
constipation are simply Nature's warnings
that the enemy of serious disease is coming
to attack him
The sensible thing to do is to immedi.
ately fortify the system with nr. Pierce',
Golden Medical Discovery It vitalizes and
invigorates the entire constitution. It helps
the liver to filter out all bilious impurities.
It gives the digestive and nutritive- organs
power to extract nourishment from Ho- focd
and turn it into rich. red, healthy blood. It
creates appetite, good digestion, and solid,
muscular strength.
It is far superior to the mere temporary
stimulus of malt-extracts. It is better thln
cod liver oil emulsions because it is aseirui-
lated by the weakest stomach.
" About fifteen rears ago" writes Mr John Mc-
Michael. editor of the Flensburg. t5to Leader,
'• 1 was in very IlOket health, had no abnctite. was
sluggish, and so lifeless it 'seemed inipes.ahle for
me to do anything that monied effort Every fall
•nd spring this ill-health seemed to affect me par-
ticularly A friend advised me louse Fieree's
tiolden Medical Discovery irserting that it would
restore tne to perfect health, and make ' a 114.11,
matt ' ot me Finally he in(hurni me to Iry the
nuolicine. I weighed at the time about etc HA
1 tined several bottles, and upon quitting it
writhell 174 lin. Since that tittimity weight has
varied front this to los 1)011111ia
A sure and permenent cure for constipas
tion is Dr. Pierce's Pellets. One " Pellet"
is a gentle laxative, two a mild cathartic.
& 11111110
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for thP....
Old Mutual Beriefl-
Of Newark, New Jertie3
See their new contr;.;,.:
Everything in ti-P - .
Loans and Rea! Estate
Are Specialties Itth
Office on West side North Main, n• •
Court-house, liopkinsville. Ky.
Calk 11.1111e, .
Teeth. Teeth.
Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SitT OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted wit h out
plate.
Old and Broken Down
Natural teeth made as gooci
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty A
work guaranteed at
3altirmr.. Build Parkirs,
Summers Building,
Hopkinsville. Kv.
TIME TABLE.
1,14it eilePiCtilliVirreC.
Nee. MI. Ay. go. isrl, No. Jr?, Av.
deille. ex. sun. daily. daily.
7 it, a. en. Oast p. nt. nail p. in
Ar. relieve eseal •. us. 4:01p, in. tote p.
" h:21 p,
" levA'11.1.14 p.
" 11:15 p. p. in, Tee a, in,
" Paduenti tli. 5:16 11.
M..111$111111 /..:111 lei, 7:50a. lee,
" whilitts. ill, 7:41) III.
*striven AT itora lawn Leg,
No. Els. Ae., Nee. 401, Nee. En, A e.
dolly, 41610. day, ex. Su.
• fr.vnnillo a:30 ei. m.
He•Ilerekeell ti. III.
" PrIncCon 7:15 a. ni 4:45 p. ,n.
Ar. llop'vill 11.1aluts. ni. p. ne. Saki p. Fll
Train No. 302 ham through Chair Car
and Sleeper from Princeton to New Or-
leans via. Memphis.
E. M. SITPRW non. Ater.
Hopkinsville, Ky
W. A. KELLOND, A. G P. A.,
Ky..
Effective Nov. 28, '97.
LAM
HAIR Gii...SAM
Mummy sod tosirobes tee her.
Promotes has moot ros.:,
Meyer Falls to Reston. Grey
Bair to Its Yonthful Color.
OMB uses &ours a fur fa:Sag..
IN and Leo at DruggAii j
SENT FREE
to housekeeper, -
COMFANY'S
ixtract tf
COOK COL,K-
telling how to prepare many deli-
cate aud delicious dishee.
Address, Liebig Co , P. 0. box 2718, N.Y.
Cidelsonee's Foetal' DiamanA Waal.
NNYROYAL PILLS
111rIglaal end Outs dionnhus.fear.. &way. 1.../10.•1.,,pie• Qui... IFts
li, Mod sod n644,1114
4P4 trtat tolo nhlen Tsk•
another. Refuge nUou
,4.10411...14. At ['mgr.,
le Kampf for fortleAlara. so4
"Holler for lira" (4 lour. ay lig:limit lai,000 f,noossims. N
or
4 1.1..11.ste.limIlIAOLIc4.x.43.4..19itea;
PHILM/A.. A.
S L 1
AVE YOU °or'C /orsd Sputa, Actor, Old II ,rewlorry tit Illouth, Hair Palliest Write EV4.11
REMEDY CO.. SOT Mismate Temple
•nigogu, Ill.. for proofs of run. Cato(al. 86041A100. Worst oases cured In 1
to 85 este. IMO-page book free. •
ELY'S CREAM BALM lo • poelti 
Apply into the nostrils. It le qui( kly absorbed. 60
Cants at Drucgista or by mad samples 10c. by malL
SLY BIKYTHEILS, 56 Warren St, Nom York Cal.
ARE YOU'
BANKRUPTii, health.
constitution undermined by ex-
travagance in eating, by disre
garding the laws °filature, CI
physical capital :A gory., if so
NEVER DESPAIR
Tutt's Pill.; will cure you
r or sick headac he, dyspepsia
mar stomach, malaria, torpii
liver, constipation, biliousncy
and nll kitultA diseacec,
Tutt's Liver Pills
an absolute cure.
UnitedStatesSupremeCourt
Sustains theState Courts
November Report.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
W gtou , Nov. 26.-The Novem-
ber crop report, just issued by the Agri-
cultural Department, indicates that this
year's corn crop v•ill be considerably
I lees thau that of Last year. The average
yield given in the re port for this month
IN THE NOW FAMOUS is 23.7 bushels per acre, as compare,
with the prelimieary estimate by 27 e
; bushels of November last, and of 26.'s
bushels in November, 1495. The averF "Wort Leiters Cass That lshn G. Carlisle
age indicated yields in bushels per acre
in some of the principal corn-producine
States is as follows: New York, 32.5.
Penneylvanisi, 36; Teunessee, 21; Ken
KENTUCKY. tucky, 23; Ohio, 32.3 ; ludiana, 28; Illi-
nois, 31.5; Iowa, 29; Missouri, 25; Kan-
sas, 19; and Neeraska, 29. The aver
age as to quantity is e41.3 per cent., as
compared with tei.4 per cent. in Novem-
ber last and 92 3 per cent. in the pre-
•ious year.
The indicated average yield of tobac-
co per acre is 643.9 pounds, as com-
pared with 678.9 in November last ane
712 pounds aa the average for the last
fifteen years. The department is now
making a careful revision of its figuree
been de-
of the acreage devoted to tbie crop, and,
while the foregoing estimate of the
average yield per acre may be acbepted
as approximately correct indication of
such average yield, it should not be sp
plied to any figures of acreage that the
department has published in the past
The Kentucky crop ie reported as the
smallest in many years, and, on the
other hand, that of Wieconein shows a
larger acreage, a larger yield per acre
and a higher average quality than for
a decade. In Florida tobacco growing
is said to have been greatly stimulated
by the condition of affairs in Cuba.
There is every indication that the hay
crop will prove to be the largest on rec-
ord, the indicated average yield being
1.42 tons per acre, or 0.06 ton per sere. ,
above the high average of laet year, and 
!
0.21 ton per acre above the average for ;
the last fifteen years.
The average Indicated s Wel of lint
cotton per acre is 181.9 pounds. The
principle State averages are as follows:
North Carolina, 184; South Carolina,
189; Georgia, 178; Alabama, 153; Mis-
sissippi, 220; Louisiana, 244; Texas,165;
Arkansas, 215; Tennessee, 132; Akla-
homa, 225, Indian Territory, 300; Flori-
da, 110. In the main the crop has been
picked in exeellent conditionehe weath-
er having been highly favorable. There
is not the slightest apparent disposition
on the part of the departments large
corps of correspoudent to everestimate
the effect of unfavorable condi-
tions during the growing season or
to conceal or to minimize the import-
ance cf such conciitions as have been fa-
vorable; and, while the figures now
put I shed are subject to a revision in
the final report, they nre believed to be
approximately correct and represeet
the actual conditiOil of the crop.
Has Fough. so Hard to Win.
NO MORE -POLICY SH ;PS" IN
[ SPECIAL TO NEW reel
Washington, Nov. 29.-The "Policy
Shops.' at Louisville and othr r Kentucky
towus will now be compelled to close,
for the Supreme Court of the United
States to-day decided adversely the fa-
mous Frankfort Lottery case that has
been argued by ex•Secretury John U.
Oarliele in all the State courts iu Ken-
tucky In all the courts it has
cided against hini. The rase rested upon
the right of the State of Kentucky to
wipe out the charter greened under the
old Constitution because It happeneel to
be contrary to the. new organic law of
the State. The case wive first decided by
Judge Tony, of the Louisville Law and
Equity Court, and all the other courts
have sustained his decision.
The owners of thie lottery franchise
have all made big fortunes out of it, and
Mr. Carlisle has gotten many big fees
for fighting its battlers.
_
MUROF R ANO OURTAGE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ESA)
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 29.-On the
large cotton plautation of P. L. Gray, in
St. Fruecis unty, ight negrom went
to the home of Joe Miller, a (totem pick-
er, and after robbing hint of his say lugs
dragg him from lnd and murdered
him. rhe body was thrown into the
river. Ada Miller, the murdered man's
wife was then outraged and the Image
looted. William Williams was arrested
and made a fall confession, implicating
Frank Waller, John Hardy, J. T. Ober-
ton, Andy Goodwin, Bennbo Goodwin,
William Foster and James Hardy in the
crime. Four men are in jail and officers
are searching for the remaining four.
Miller's body wLts recovered from the
river.
A TEXAS WONDER
Hall's tereat Discovery.
One small betel,. of Hall's Great Die-
cove-ry cures all kidney and biadder
troubles, removes gravel, ceres diabetes,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oll irregularities of the
kidneys rued bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladuer trouble in
ehildreu. If not sold by your druggist.
will be sent by mail ou receipt ref $1.
One small bote iwo mouth's treat-
ment, aud will cure auy eisee above
mentioned. E. W. Hem,
Sole ruanufneturer, P. O. Box 218,
Waco, Texas. Sold by T. D. Arm
istead, Hopkinsville, Ky.
READ THIS..
Clanton. Ala., hlarch 3, 1897 -I cer-
tify that I have been cured of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it.
Rev L B. Pot:Nos.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas teetimoniale. eod
The horse laugh is fashionable in
Nee York.
it 0.04 bica...41 I. • rep foe - it.
/41‘ will sell on reueotiable terms to
suit eurchweer mud at 4 vi'yy reetsemable
price, a hate belonging Mrs Kitt& J
attees (formerly Peewee) e mitaining
156 soma, fairly wellemproved,
tng !muse oil it onnta.tiele three reel ins
suet kitchen stud other nut house' ;
ecree cleared aud enItivattou alit! 56
ivies well timbered. This laud lies 10
miles Scutt, uf Honkinsville. Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a railroad stn.
tiou en the (earl:es-lee anti erthenton
division of toe Louisville At N8Plit '.110
Rai:reed, in an exert •iit nediihoorhoort
school house on edge of place and
venit tit to churchee at,d mills. ofirwtf
}11.7slita Wool) & sow.
July 16, 1897. A ttorneys
B .rbers will now harvest qui.• 61 crop
of footled! heir.
FOR SALE.
Ter-se houses and 11114. PH' , r(
Save ineeuth street, Ilople.s. K
one n tworeetory br 11-'3 an,. .0 --
COrrila Gleled n .e. st.r..• .4 Pr*
and terms realeoliabe
&w HuNlER 001.0
A petedicitis is o more tia. g. "s
than KIondieitna.
e or 1. 1-
fennO...ble tern ,oet Ce•-•
pric two houses . tut- tie e•s
tag. L on Neitti i .4
Hine, h Weele de ,
Arige-r 3rd, 1897.
MONEY TU L(../AN- On gene, real
estate- seer:trey Aptes
if HUN • WOOD & SON
The engraver has (fungus on other
people's pore:erosions
J. C. Berry. one of the beet known
citizens of Spencer. Mo., testifies that
he cured himeelf of the worst kind of
piles by useig a few lea°. of DeWitt'.
Witch Hazel Salve. He heel been
trunbled with piles for over tnerte vearti
and had used man Olf..rent u'
eo-eallen cures; but DeWitte was th-
one that did the work arid he V‘ VI") irr
this statement if aey one wishes. to
write him. C Hardwi .k.
Sone, people sweae off e vies tinie they
see a ring around thr• moon.
Small pill, sate pill, best pill De•
Witt's Little Early risers mire bilious
DOSS. constipation, sick headache. R. 0.
Hardwick
Some people fiddle around. all their
lives and never make a play.
A Word or Two
to sufferers from catarrh will not be
amiss if a cure can be offered. Ely's
Cream Balm has become a favorite in
all sections of the United States. Your
cold in the head will be quickly reliev-
ed by it, and the severest attack of ca-
tarrh will yield to, and be perfectly
cured by a thorough treatment. Ca-
tarrh is not a blood disease, but an in-
flammation of the passage+. of the nofie
and throat, due to climatic changes.
General Weyler now has a job on his
hands trying to pacify Spain.
After being exposed to the eold or
wet take a dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar
Honey and fortify youreelf against cold.
This is one of the most efficacious reme-
dies known to science for coughs, colds
and incipient consumption.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
A matrimonial proposition, like a mo-
tion to adjourn, is always in order.
There is no need of little ohildren be-
ing tortured by scald heed, eczema aad
skin eruptions. De Witte Witch Hamel
Salve givee inetant relief and cures per-
manently. R. U. Hardwick.
•
The lucky suitor the fellow who
measures up to the old man's ideal.
- -----
You can't afford to risk your life by
allotting a cold to develop into pneu-
monia or consumption. Instant retie!
and a certain oure are afforded by Doe
Minute Cough Cure. R. C. Uantwiek.
entre 
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tack the law.
SURRENDERED.
[set:elm, mo NICW ERA]
Washington, Nov. 29 -An order is
sued this morning extending the civil
service Jules showe conclusively that th •
spoilsinen have at last turrendered to
Itothe inevita It is being predicted to-
day that no will be made on the
•• 4
civil service at. Alm coining session of
Consume. It may be, however, that
Senator Hanna may try to prevent any
appropriation being made tot payiug
the expenses of Civil Service Commis-
sion, which would practically auspend
the op. ration of t. e. law.
MARTIN THORN,
Like the Late Col. Adam,
Puts All the Blame
"...)FF ON THE womArv.
in the Witness Stand Hs Declares teat Wm
Nack Kel ed Guldersuppe.
EACH HAS NOY/ ACCUSED THE OTHER.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ILIA]
New York, Nov. 29.-The criminal
court was literally packed this morn-
ing by a throng anxious to see the prin-
cipal in the great murder trial now in
progress. It had in some way become
known Thorn would be placed on the
stand to testify in his own behalf, and
that fact acconeted for the presence of
the big croyl.
Thorn ealnily declared that he did
not kill' Cruldensuppe, but that Mrs
Nack was the guilty person. He de-
clared tbat his only connection with the
affair was the fact that he helped her to
hide the •arious pieces into which she
had cut Guldensuppe's body. He said
that he did that only in hopes of saving
her from being caught. He says that
he did not know she intended killing
him until after she had done so.
We. Nack, in her testimony, declared
that Thorn was the murderer and that
she had assisted him in coucealing the
body,which she declared he had already
cut up beforeshe knew of the crime.
Both parties make the same state-
ment, declaring the other to be guilty,
po the jury will have a hard job on its
hands to deride which one is really
guilty. At any rate the other is guilty
nee an nceessary atter the fact. The nial
will probably COlIFUMe a couple of days
A TERRtBLE SITUATION.
(SPECIAL TO THE NEW ERA )
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 29 -John W
Brauer, who has jast reached Seattle
from Dawson City, says the miners at
Dawson Oity had an average of only
about four months' supply of provisions
when he left there September 27. Pros-
pectors are talking of nothing but the
food famine, and a stampede has begun
for other places where food mey b
found.
• -4164.--
Joseph Chamberlain says the epee
sion of the British Empire ire "fulfilling
the manifest destiny of our race.''
This may work until seine other mane
feet deetiny is encountered, wher
trouble is likely to ensue.
_ _
Kilgore-lie is the name of the nee
placer gold mining district in West
Australia. The gold is found on the
bedrock underneath 25 to 75 feet of soil.
But in brine of the extreme hardships
Americans will prefer Alaska
An election officer in Philadelphia
wt.° made a false return has been tele
tenced to a flue of e500, imprisonment
for nine months, to be defranchised four
years and disvrialified from holding of
flee seven years. The punishment is
severe, but uot more than the °dense
deser v es.
'.54 he-
siaLs
stpaton
a
Ci.A.11111•PCONt.7.411..
Is es
teat
"5111"
Speaker Itee d e be 100 po4fIP 10 at • "Are Falle Dangerone?" 
asks a writer
' on Niagara. Bicycle lege:here ran an
11V/Pr
Ifeedder e reeler,
The bladeler was created lot one pur
pule), sunnily, a rem ptscle the time,
and as such it is not liable tu any form
of dime we except • one of tvto NS Sy.
lite h Era t. y trent impel f. et aeries,
or c loam ye. 'lee beeond •. ay is from
carelees local treettnent of ether dis-
Mat II
Sample Sent Fre-.
Unleesethy urin. from unhealthe kid-
neys Is the chief cause of bladder ,
trembles. It is coneorting t. know that
Dr Kihner's 8wainp-Root utiles peery
wi-h e quickly el bladuer aim
, r - .ronlees. Ir 'erects leabilite- to
b. arid lien••• in, or steering pain
74.. ine ti ffect• following
us, el quor. Wir: or beet. o.e I-
; Char u eel ..sanr Lee. eity of 1.0--
!. 1; to ;yet up many tare.,
during e.ipt!er menet( The meet
arid • ir elorelieee effoer let Dr. K 11
m r • elate-Row is eon!' realized. If
P' •:d• idiihost for in word rite
curse e • lee must testreveinar cases. If
enn need a riesettenie Yon slintild linve
cire-geets Bey cent: weer
4,- ar Yeu may leave 3 Salliolo
1,4411e s p .mphle t, tette ...t free by
Meleseen the Nitw ERA ard send
'our node-elk tee .1)17. Kemer &Co., Biug•
biernetem, N Y. Tie-, proprietors of
tire pane- guttrant.-13 genutheness of
thie of I er
•
Pugilist McCoy's wonderf ul corkscrew ,
blow it4 said to be only a wind blow.
_ _
Yon ean't cure censumption, but you
can avoid it and cure every other form
of thmat or lung tiouble by elle MIS of
One Mt hunt e 'ough 'ure. C. Hard- ,
wick. v. ick.
tetz=1,
t÷:
AVege table Prep arat tor for As-
similating &food arid lleV
hit the 5 tonwils and eowelsof
ProtooksDigestion.Cheerful-
nessand liest.Con tains neither
_uni.Morphine nor ninesaL
NOT NARCOTIC.
ete D-141CILIffrggg
J*116 Sri
wax.finne •
le..6,•il. &At -•
Awe Joked •
Cirionir.fairo
Minx Jet! -
=mtg.' •Parrwr
Aperfect Remedy forci)nstips-
lion. Sour Stomach,Dsarrnoea.
Worms ,Convulsions ,R.verish-
liess and LOSS OF S LIMP.
rat Signaturel of
410eaig -
NEW YORK.
LXACT COPY OF NV1P.A Pee R.
C, ugh. end Pular us tie unwires art
imt lc rums titalsdiew. The meet trivia;
cough or es Id if neglected, may lead u
rathieu, brouchitta or consumption. The
right tee treat a 'smith or coid is right
away Delay outsells danger. Dr Bell's
Pine l'er Hones is a quick cure, a cur.
cure :red a este Pure. Druggists sell it
Sold ley R C. Hardwick.
- -
He s ho presumes to run another'•
business is likely to get a splinter in hie
uerve.
2 -ruin. .m (raven In Obi.
ey 
-.tee fee
Nen. ee .
Its a. upo
and
roria- • •b.
was"
77' e
for Rheuxuattam an
caree in 1 to 8 days
e system ie. remarkable
it remove* at once V-
...see immediate's, ele
- -.1 ene genet ie . -
-
Th fe. r th it Gen W.-yler encoui -
tereo Spoilt weuld free Caba-of
lee fever
J Thirswend, of Grosbeck, Tex
says that when he has a spell of iituntee
tion. 41111 fe. Is lend and slowing/I. le
takes leo of DeWitt's Lite. Early
Roe re et eerie due he is all right IL
next mintiest Many thonshanns 0.
other% do the same thing. Do you? R.0
Hardwick.
Hanna declares that Ins Senatorial
seat is safe. Still he may find a few
taeks in it.
Warning :-Persons who suffer from
coughs and colds should heed the warn-
ings of danger and save themselves suf.
feting and fatal results by using One
Minute Cough Cure. It is an infallible
remedy for coughs, colds, croup and ab
throat and lung troubles. R. C. Hard-
SEE
THAT THE
FAC-SI M I LE
SIGNATURE
--OF--
IS ON tirkii,
WRAPPER
OF EVERY
BOTTI.A.E OF
CASTORIA
Oastaris lo pot op la ouniso eottles only. It
Is Out sold to balk. Don't allow anyone to tell
you sapling alas in Os pl.. or prosaism that 11
Is "just as good" sad "will answer every pet.
pogo," 40' gee that you get 0-.1.11.1-0-144.
Teske.
eau.
signme
ot
sa
envy
vratItet.
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1HE N.4 FAIESANK COMPANY.
Chicago. P4. touts. New York. Boston.
Plitladelpb
Cole'S Air-Tight licatcr.
iThe Wonderful
'Soft Coal
As clean, as
Any Had
Coal StIve.
Will hold
36 hours with
one hod of
soft co I
Fuel-Saving
Will save 3,V
per cen t of
fuel over any
soft Lodi
stove made.
Burns slack
as well as
lump coal.
The hot bl t draft burns the GAS HALF of soft coal
which is a t mendous saving.
No Smoke . No Smell ! ! No Gas ! ! ! Needs attention
only twice i 24 hours. Call and see samples at
THOMPSON MEADOR'S.
• 10.!4\10.0.01i\f/11.W.S•fAri\tre •
•
• A Bonanza for the ••
• •Pelle of Hopkinsville.•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
We
•
•
•
Jew
This is the time of the year
when the moet 41110
ry, Watches, Silverware, Etc.,
is bought. All of our stock Was new and
to.nate and we have a good deal of it
still on hand and
re Selling It At Cost.
Every ay we are laying -aside goods
that ate bought for
•
•
•
•
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS •
O If t ere is anything in the jewelry line that we may not ()16
• hwaovoelie stock we will order for you at re slight advance above a
• forwa ale price. This is no fake advertisement but a stright- '•
d business proposition. . 0
GRAVES & CONDY, Jewelers, %•
III
• • Aes • elie.VO\SikViefi lip)
•
NOW'fithe time to get your (41/
choice of bargains.
ANDY CATHARTIC
CURE CONSTIPATION
DRAtiGlisTs10 4
2.5 4 SO 4 CATE:Pt LIVER-ABSOLUTELY GuABAFTERn tn rut, cc, Alf of ruuntipal los. Can:trot, sr. Lass
LW lir.. nerrr Frio or Mop, bin Faun* easy luta rst , haw
le and Ibrioklid tr... At. STRIII,IN44 RE MI Mt PO.. Memo. Montreal. Cas. . or ben Tort. 2,1
 4
B. H. STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
208 and 210 Union St.. Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.
Official Jewelers to TenneeeeCenten-
nial, and largeet dealers in the South
in highest grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Centennial Souvenir
spoons can only be obtained of Limn.
Of eouree you'll want onel
...Mail Orders Solicited. .
We make a specialty of fitting epee.
-ales to Moe eeteling "helps to-read". Eyes examined and carefuny
tested. free of hargi. Come see us, and talk this matter over. and let tia
examine your yes. Watches and jewelry carefully repaired.
see Our xhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-10 6.
B. ti. Stei Jewelry Co., 208 and 210 Union St., Nashville
W. P. WRIFZEZ,
Winfr
Re
T. S. KNIGHT,
&Knight,
Estate.
The Tendert.' ed having associated
cheruselvee tog her for the purpose of
-errying on a general real mtate busi-
ness. Will buei sell rent and exchange
treal estate. W have excellent facili•
ties for conduc ng the business and will
advertise pro ty put into our hands
free of charge. Parties having property
to sell or rent 11 do well to place same
with us. i
The following is a partial list of prop-
erty in our heats for sale in which we
have some choite bargains.
261 acree of hind within 2 miles of
Pembroke, Ky. 75 acres in good tim-
ernor, balance el ed ;2 cottage dwellings
with good well 2 large tobacco barns,
large frame et dile and one cabin; 2
good orchards aed plenty of stock water
Cheap at $4,000i liberal terms.
rooms, centrall located. Price $1,200.
Cottage dwellieg on Clay street. 4
House and lo on Brown St. Desire
bly located. P ee eoo.
A two-story ttage on South Camp-
bell St , lot 70x185S feet,five bed rooms,
sitting room, di Mug room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on Met floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
a sewing room on second floor; also
splendid dry eelllar 1S1.14 feet with brick
walls and floor, good cistern, coal house.
meat house Eill ling house and servant
house. TERM One-third cash, bal.
lance in four ual annual payrin nts,
6 per cent. in est on deferred pay-
ments.
A nice cottagie on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, ;torch, good out-houses
and cistern, erste $900.
Cottage 9rd St., "cheap," price $600.
Good cottagehn Broad and Thomp-
son Ste., four rcloms, good cistern and
outbuildings, lat-ge lotla,npdri,cenitires. from
Gv2t3hOriacrese, in oif,oel
county, Ky., of which
40 acme is in tiniber. This farm is in a
high state of cm tivatian in one of the
best neiglaborhaleds in the State, and is
well improved, haa new cottage dwell-
ing, 2 tenant hduses, 2 tebacco barns.,
stable and othed outhousee, plenty of
This place is a great bar-sgtocaink.ea-ao tde ri f.
soil righ away, will take
$6,000 for it. !
Two good resident lots on Main street
in Hopkinevillei well-located. The only
vaeant lots on West side of hiain street
for sale at a low price.
A ftrit•class !farm of 819 acres, of
which 50 acres * in timber, near Church
11111, in Christien enmity, Ky , This is
a fine farm In giel otindition. 180 wrap
in clover, dwellI ng with 6 rooms and
two porchea, 4 tenant houses, good
stables, a tobaocn barns, large machine
house and otherigood outhowoes. A bar-
gain st 910,000. i
900 acres of i d between Nashville
••• ',,tneelltwer.„
ro id and L. & N. R. R. at Casky, Chris-
tian county, Ky. Will be sold at a tw-
ain.
100 acres of land near Garrettsburg,
Christian county, Ky. This is good
land and ought to bring $25 per acre. 9
tenant houses on it and 2 barns. Prioe
$1,500.
A beautiful lot on East side of Main
street, Hopkinsville, Ky. NO ft front
Main street and runs back to Virginia
street. One of the most deferable Ira
cant lots in town.
25 towe lots on Durrett avenue for
sale cheap.
Elegant lot 801200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms,
porchee, cistern, outbuildings, shade
and front trees. Price $1,400.
House and lot 601200 feet on Second
street. House with 4 roe TIM porch, cis-
tern and outbuildinge. Price $1,000.
House and lot on Second street 60:200
feet. Howse has '7 rooms, porch, cistern
and outbuildings. Prioe $1,200,
Wiseltelt & Kirmwr.
Professional Cards.
DR. W. M. RIQUA,
itysidan and Surgeon,
Office with Dr. Anderson,
Over Planters Bank.
Or. geo. N. [ampbell,
Physician and Surtzeon.
Office Over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
DIAS. 0. HOWSE.
Attorney-at-Law.
OFFICE with J.II. Landes
Hopkinsville, Ky.
J. W. fiARNED. m.
Physician and
Surgeon.
OFFICE over T. M. Jones,
corner Main and thrreath.
OEFICE Hoene. II-11 a. tn.. /-4 p. m,
Hopkitiovilis, if.
Dr. C. H. TANDY,
3E3 INT El T
Crown and bridge work a epecialty
Moe over Richard and Co's store,
Main St.
:.Ter a
